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ON DAY OF SALE At the Gordano School auction venue from 9am to 1pm

Until  midday on Thursday 25 April 2019, lots 'may be available' for public viewing in 
IN FOLKESTONE Folkestone. Please phone for exact location details. No lots are held on our 

premises and you must advise numbers required at least 24 hours prior to avoid 
disappointment if you wish to view lots so we can make them available.

Where possible small / single (S) lots, some envelopes (E) and Albums (A) can be 
BY EMAIL scanned via emails. Please note we cannot do this within the last 48 hours prior to 

the auction as we have to transport the lots to the sale.

1

Welcome & Introduction 
Welcome to our catalogue for sale number 64. This auction includes a good number of box lots, more than
half of which are starting at just £1 reserve. Additionally, we now have a  number of vendors who are reserving
other lots at just £1 also, so check carefully as there are a number of very real bargains throughout the sale.
Whilst these do not usually sell for just £1, they may be acquired cheaply! 

In this auction we have 44 box lots of various types and more than 90 lots reserved at just £1 so well worth
checking the catalogue carefully. As always much of the material in this sale is from third party vendors
and is not our own material. Please do read the descriptions carefully as we try to indicate lots where we
feel the reserve is very cheap and where possible we have indicated that these lots deserve serious
consideration in view of an attractive reserve. 

Viewing is strongly recommended on some lots to fully appreciate them as our descriptions can only give a
flavour of some items. We have also tried to indicate where a lot may be quite valuable but where the vendor
has given us a ‘must sell’ instruction and thus a £1 reserve. These lots are recommended viewing.

Don't forget our usual ‘late lots’ publicised on the day and only available to those who attend the sale, along
with complimentary tea and coffee. Heather and I look forward to seeing you all as usual.

Our general email address for any matters relating to the auctions is portishead@thestampcentre.co.uk.

Peter, Heather and John for
The Stamp Centre Team

IF YOU WANT TO SELL IN OUR AUCTION

If you wish to sell material in Portishead Stamp Auction, please phone Peter, email us or come
to the Sale. The following should be noted;

 You must check with us beforehand if bringing bulky material (i.e. more than 1 box)
 Other than box lots reserved at £1, every lot must have a minimum reserve of £30.
 We are not currently accepting material from German areas specifically
 We reserve the right to reject any un-required material submitted.
 A sheet of ‘Guidance Notes’ for sellers is available on request

VIEWING ARRANGEMENTS

IN PERSON Attend the sale and use your allocated ‘Bidder Number’ to buy lots live inthe auction room.

There is a bidding form in the catalogue which can be sent to us at 16 - 18 Guildhall Street, 
BY POST Folkestone, Kent, CT20 1DZ. Please send in good time to reach us the day before the sale. 

This address is not staffed at weekends. 

email your bids to portishead@thestampcentre.co.uk ideally by 4pm on the day before the sale. 
BY EMAIL Bids received after this time 'may' not get entered prior to the sale due to staff dealing with the sale 

itself.

Bids can be telephoned to us on 01303 762050 by 4pm on the day prior to the sale. For specific 
BY PHONE lots of interest 'phone bids' during the auction may be possible, please contact us for further 

information.

HOW TO BID IN OUR AUCTIONS
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We Have Moved! 
As you may be aware the holding company for the Stamp Centre who run this auction
changed in November 2016, when it was acquired by the owners of Benham based in
Folkestone.

Having monitored all aspects of the Strand Stamp Centre business, the owners have
decided to move some of the Stamp Centre operations to Kent, to make more
effective use of their existing premises and staff and to ‘free up’ space in the London
shop, which can then be put to more effective retail use.

Accordingly, the Portishead Stamp Auction business has been moved in it’s entirety
to Folkestone, and that is where Peter who looks after the auction business is now
working, rather than in central London. 

There are no current plans to change anything else and the auctions will continue to
run at the usual Gordano School premises on a regular basis. Since we have always
run this auction in Portishead but from a distance (i.e. London), we do not envisage
any significant problems or challenges will be created by changing the operational
side to Folkestone.

Contact Information

Postal address is changed to Portishead Stamp Auction, 16 - 18 Guildhall Street,
Folkestone, Kent, CT20 1DZ. 

Telephone contact is via the Benham switchboard on 01303 762050.
Email address is unchanged, namely portishead@thestampcentre.co.uk.

Please note that the Benham Group have several different premises in the Folkestone
area and although our contact details are as above, we are physically located in a
different geographic site. However the contact address is the Head Office and all
initial communication should be through that route. 

If necessary we will liase with clients to advise our exact location, but the Guildhall
Street address is always manned during the week and therefore the easiest way to
get in touch with us.

Peter is working closely with John Carter who you may have spoken with previously
in all matters relating to the auction.

It is currently planned that Heather will be with us as usual on the auction day to deal
with payments etc.

Peter Barrett & John Carter for
Portishead Stamp Auction
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PORTISHEAD STAMP AUCTIONS
16 - 18 Guildhall Street, Folkestone, Kent, CT20 1DZ

Telephone: 01303 762050
Email: portishead@thestampcentre.co.uk

PUBLIC SALE No. 64
on

Saturday 27th April 2019
at

Gordano School
St. Mary’s Road, Portishead,
North Somerset, BS20 7QR

Viewing Arrangements
All lots from this sale may be viewed at  Gordano School on

Saturday 27th April 2019 from 9.00 am until 1.00 pm

The auction itself will commence at 1.30 pm

We further anticipate that the majority of lots (but not box lots)
will be available to view in Folkestone
until midday Thursday 25th April 2019.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE CATALOGUE
U/M or u/m - Unmounted mint, never previously hinged
H/S - Handstamp
M/S - Miniature Sheet
To £1 (or similar) - Complete set to the face value stated
Unused - Stamp has no gum
Values to £1 - Odd values to £1 but not necessarily complete
F/U or f/u - Fine used
CDS - Circular date stamp cancellation
SG - Stanley Gibbons (usually a reference to catalogue value or number)
FDC - First Day Cover
Perfin - Stamp has been perforated with letters, initials or text.

FUTURE AUCTION DATES
2019

20 July   19 October
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GENERAL INFORMATION
 Most importantly of all, ‘RESERVE’ prices printed in the catalogue, are set by the

vendors and no lots will be sold below this price. Any bids below reserve prices
will be ignored.

 Any items on the photo plates are indicative only. Colours may not be reproduced
correctly and condition can only be fully assessed by viewing although catalogue
descriptions may assist.

 A Buyers Premium of 15% including Vat will be charged on the hammer price
of each lot.

 All postal bids must be received on or before the Thursday prior to the auction. We
cannot guarantee getting bids received after this entered.

 Auctions are conducted under the Philatelic Auctioneers’ standard terms &
conditions of sale (1983 revision). A copy is available upon request and these are
also available to view on the Philatelic Traders Society (PTS) website.

 Catalogue prices where quoted are from Stanley Gibbons (SG) catalogues unless
otherwise stated.

 Where a lot has ‘STC’ this means the vendor has advised us the lot is Said To
Catalogue the figure stated. Any such figure is not guaranteed, by us in any way.
Purchasers should satisfy themselves if necessary as to the accuracy or otherwise.

 We will provide further information on lots as far as we are able, but as ever, personal
viewing is the best way to check anything at all.

 Please wait until the Wednesday after the auction before enquiring about any
results. We require this time to despatch lots to postal bidders and check
unsold material.

 No lots will be released to Room Bidders until full payment has been made. 
 We cannot accept cash payments in excess of 10,000 Euros due to money

laundering regulations within the UK.
 Telephone Bidding may be possible by prior arrangement.
 VAT is payable on all auction fees and charges at the prevailing rate. For postal

bidders this will include postage and packing charges. All Vat paid will be fully
detailed on your invoice.

 We regret we cannot accept American Express (Amex) payments for this sale.

BIDDING INCREMENTS
In general, the auctioneer will use the following ‘bid steps’ in this auction;

£1 - £30 Increments of  £1 £30 - £50 in steps of £2
£50 - £100 increase £5 per bid £100+ at the auctioneer’s discretion

POSTAGE ON LOTS PURCHASED
There is no charge for items paid for in the room and taken away, for all postal bidders the following
costs will apply;
Lots collected from our Folkestone premises – No Charge, please wait until Tuesday after the auction
to do this.
Inland Buyers – Courier delivery will cost £7 plus Vat for a single box up to 10 kilos in weight,
additional boxes will be charged pro rata.
Overseas Buyers – At cost, care since many lots are albums / boxes, weight will be a factor.
If in doubt liaise with us before bidding.
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WORLD & COMMONWEALTH
1 B Amazon Pantry carton with a collector’s clearout. GB Four Kings specialised catalogue

4th edition; Exeter album with early India items; Commonwealth stamps on pages:
Hagner sheets etc, lots to look at and sort through. Interesting lot with finds likely. £1

2 B Brown carton with extensive amount of foreign and commonwealth issues on cards, in
boxes and we note a quantity of thematic period presentation packs from Malaysia.
Interesting lot to rummage in. £1

3 B Collector’s clearout in box, with all sorts in stock books and loose. Much Europe noted
and covers as well from Rhodesia, about 50 items etc. £1

4 E A selection of 15 uncirculated club books with over 1,350 used stamps from Germany,
USA, GB, NZ, Canada etc. looks to be fairly reserved for the quantity, mostly from the
last 40 years or so based on a very quick look £10

5 B Adidas shoe box with ranges of mostly Commonwealth and a bit of foreign material on
103 cards. Some have catalogue prices, many do not. Early to modern with much of
interest including blocks etc. Looks to be a most interesting lot that will break really well
for resale or for a collector with wide interests. Easily worth three figures but vendor has
asked for a £1 start. Definitely one to view. £1

6 A AFRICA - various mint & used duplicated in 34 sides binder £40
7 B All world ranges in 5 stock books plus a substantial number of German used items,

several of these seem to be produced annually and are numbered on reverse. Quite an
interesting mix indeed. £1

8 B Avon box containing 3 Prinz four ring albums with ranges of mainly Sea life thematics
on Hagner sheets £1

5

Lot Type Description Reserve

SALE 64

SATURDAY 27th APRIL 2019

The letters after each lot number in the catalogue identify the type of lot.
Each type of lot has a different viewing area.

A ALBUM E ENVELOPE
B BOX / BULKY LOT S SINGLE / STOCK CARD ITEM

LATE LOTS
There are 10 late lots to be offered before lot 1, 

which will be sold to room bidders only. A list of these lots will be
available when registering for your bidding number and will be

available for viewing exclusively on the day.

We regret that we are unable to accept any postal bids for these lots.

A Buyers premium of 15% inclusive of VAT is payable in
addition to the reserve price, or any higher bid which may

be made by the purchaser of any lot.
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9 E Bahamas and Bermuda - Mix of around 188 Bahamas mostly used on pages and loose
GVI and QEII period with £1 QEII and RSW pair used; Also Bermuda GVI Keyplates 2/-
pair and 2/6d pairs both fine used. Nice Caribbean starter lot £35

10 A Battered black spring back binder with a selection of Foreign issues, mainly early and
includes some interesting USA. Mixed condition throughout but expected due to the
age of the contents. Chance of finds with this lot. £1

11 A Battered red Lighthouse stock book, with a range of mainly used world stamps (no GB)
from the 1960’s to 1980’s or so. We think over 800 stamps with many large colourful
thematic types. Cheap reserve at less than 2p a stamp. £14

12 E Bechuanaland, St. Helena, Montserrat and Cayman islands, King George VI values to
1/- mounted mint on Hagner sheet. Modest duplication well worth checking for shades
and perfs. 82 stamps £1

13 B Blue and white Adidas shoe box with circa 20 GB FDC, clean of the 2001/2 period, an
interesting Swedish display / presentation booklet. Then a quantity 60++ of Canadian
pre-paid Canada Post postcards with printed stamp designs many of these run well into
the 2000’s and several are sets still sealed in the original shrink wrap. Doubtless a high
original cost when purchased. £1

14 A Blue ‘Lighthouse’ black page stock book of Commonwealth material, QEII period mint
and used with good ranges, no duplication seen, clean lot with well over 500 items and
that is a conservative estimate. £1

15 A British Commonwealth collection on pages in a red ‘Senator’ binder, probably over
1,000 items on double sided leaves. Early to QEII with some decent pickings to be
removed we think. Quite a decent amount of interesting pre current reign material in
here. £1

16 A British Commonwealth issues in Large blue ‘Lighthouse’ black leaved stock book. Good
ranges of mint Cocos and Falkland’s QEII periods then Swaziland and some Gibraltar
also. Some earlier issues mounted but plenty of U/M amongst. Plenty of sets in here. £1

17 B British Commonwealth mainly Malayan areas, with Straits Settlements extensive
duplicated used collection in 4 albums by reign, extensive lot suitable for postmark
study. Also similar British Military Admin and Federated Malay states, in total plus
catalogues of the area. Nine albums / stock books in total. Finds likely for the specialist
- enough stamps here to study and become one! £1

18 E British Commonwealth of 1984-92 u/m selection of sets in Cylinder or plate blocks of 6
including Ascension, Bahamas with 1984 National Trust strip of 5 SG685a, Barbados,
Caymans including 1991 Island Scenes to $8, Kiribati including 1990 Fish to $5 and
Kenya 1985 Endangered species MS. STC.£895. (qty) £90

19 B British Commonwealth, selection of 72 stock cards in box. Some have catalogue values
indicated (unchecked by us) but has at least one in excess of £100. All periods with
plenty to check. View to appreciate! £1

20 B Brown carton as received from collector with 5 stock books of mainly Belgium and
France plus others, shoe box of stamps loose and in packets, covers etc. Tiny bit of GB
as well, one to rummage through. £1

21 B Brown carton containing 54 pre-circulated club books that have been circulated in
Benfleet, Essex. Also a few loose stamps in envelopes. Very cheap reserve and one for
the viewing list! £30

22 B Carton with red album of Luxembourg; Album of Malta; plus big quantity of postcards
from across the globe lots of these look to be 1970’s and 80’s. Masses to sort through.
The postcards will provide used stamps from many places. £1

23 E Circa 1,000 worldwide stamps on A4 pages (estimate 30 - 40 pages) with ranges of
mostly different used stamps. General material although we did see a couple of GB QV
1d reds on one page. Mostly more modern periods. Good selection. Worth viewing. £15

6
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24 B Collector’s clearance contained in largish brown box. We spotted a packet of mixed
stamps on paper; Stock book of world odds and ends; Hagner sheets; several other
albums of world and GB material. Plenty to look through and includes an old SG Part
One. £1

25 B Crown record box with handles with some albums including an Israel printed album
and an SG ‘Devon’ album with a small foreign collection and plenty of unused pages.
Some loose covers and some packets of GB slogans cut from envelopes. A messy lot
waiting to be sorted. £1

26 E EUROPA U/m selection comprising: Cyprus 1975 x 25, Turkish Cyprus 1976 x 25,
Andorra French 1975 x 10, Greece 1964 x 20, 1985 x 10, 1986 x 16 Cat.£650. £80

27 A Europa issues 1956 - 1971 fine used and looks virtually complete for the period covered
in the special printed Lindner dual safe album. A quite lovely lot with only fine used
stamps seen. Well over 50 pages with the latter pages containing extras beyond the
core pages with sheetlets and some covers. Includes all the good early sets,
Luxembourg for 1956 and 1957/8 (Cat £163 alone), many hundreds of stamps and very
cheap reserve. £70

28 E EUROPE 8 better items. Singles & sets, mint & used Cat. Between £129 & £287 each.
Fully described. Hungary, Finland, Italy, Luxembourg & Netherlands Cat.£1,383 £210

29 E EUROPE 8 better items. Singles & sets, mint & used Cat. Between £36 & £225 each.
Fully described. Portugal, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Liechtenstein, Italy, W Germany,
France & Austria Cat.£1,085 £160

30 E EUROPE 8 better items. Singles & sets, mint & used Cat. Between £90 & £150 each.
Fully described. Austria, France, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Liechtenstein, Baden & W
Germany Cat.£915 £130

31 E EUROPE & COMMONWEALTH 8 better items comprising mint & used sets & singles
Cat. between £70 & £425 each. Fully described items from Luxembourg, Liechtenstein,
Italy, Netherlands, Ascension & Canada Total Cat.£860 £210

32 E EUROPE 4 lots of high value sets mint or used fully described and Cat. Between £325
& £400 per set. Austria 1950 Birds, Italy, Liechtenstein 1930 views various perfs, Berlin
1949 Goethe. Ideal for eBay or small auction Cat.£1,505 £230

33 A EUROPE in green binder mainly 1970s. 80 items mainly hand written covers & FDCs inc.
FFC to Shanghai + 4 aerograms. Inc. Netherlands, Greece, Vatican & Charities £40

34 A European collection of ‘Europa’ theme issues in a special blue Lighthouse spring back
binder with printed pages with a space for every isused stamp. Album has pages from
the first Europa issues in 1956, through to 1968. Stamps mounted in Hawid mounts and
everything checked was fine unmounted mint. Album is missing only the very expensive
1956 Luxembourg issue and is complete for all other issues as required by the pages.
Includes a few extras such as Herm Island and a Stampex souvenir sheet issue. Good
quality and ideal for continuation and completion if you already have or are minded to
acquire the missing Luxembourg set . Good lot and looks very cheaply reserved at way
under £10 a year and Lighthouse printed albums are not cheap. £110

35 E FAROE ISLES 1980-2000 on 8 sides stock sheets. Superb range of u/m with many blks
4 & singles with strong thematic content face 4,029kr/£469 Cat.£1,640 £285

36 B Flat box with a bundle of album pages and sheets of stamps. Many different countries,
an unsorted and untidy lot which contains thousands of stamps. Who knows what may
be lurking? £30

37 B Flat white box with a range of 30 items, some priced others not. Of note some FDC’s
and booklets; Australia Football set of booklets ; Albania 1937 Mini Sheet mint; Ceylon
George VI period pamphlets with stamps; Bahamas SG152 1938 FDC; Belgium UPU
delegates pack; Grenada Sg211 complete sheet U/M; Germany 1953 pair of FDC;
Polynesia epreuve deluxe and more. Had been originally priced at in excess of £500. £40

7
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38 A Green Alpha Major album with FDC 1965 to 1973, some hand written, a few better noted
including 1970 Literary with relevant FDI and some other special postmarks on single
stamp sets. Also an SG Australia pre-printed album with a few stamps but includes AAT
earlier issues. £1

39 A Green padded Lighthouse two post binder with printed hinge-less pages for a collection
of Europa issues from 1980 - 1989. Circa 100 pages and looks to have every space
filled with some sheetlets as well as stamp issues. Very clean lot all mint (everything
checked was U/M). A very cheap lot in a very good condition album. Estimate 900 -
1,000 stamps all from European countries, nice lot. £55

40 A Green ‘SG’ stock book with British Commonwealth material majority is G6 or earlier with
we note many mint blocks of 4. Decent lot that will break well for resale. We think this
one may fly in the auction room £1

41 B Hinkler Books carton with a collector’s clearout, includes stamps on and off paper in
packets mostly modern including some GB decimals; SG 1935 part 1! (would love to
be paying those prices!); a few albums including one Swiftsure and a quantity of
commercial covers. Worth a look £1

42 B Hoover Whirlwind carton with five albums, one is a pre printed Belgium album and there
is a Supreme Global album, this is about 4 inches and ahs printed pages for a world
collection, also some GB slogans and covers. £1

43 E Large brown envelope with a Commonwealth miscellany. Stock book about three
quarters filled with a mainly used collection of A - C countries and mainly lower values
but odd better seen, i.e. Australia £2 fine used. Hagner sheet with 1935 GV Silver Jubilee
odd values with 11 mint and 21 used and also K.U.T. 1948 RSW pair lightly mounted
mint. In our opinion reserve is cheap £30

44 B Large white carton with several albums being cleared by a collector. We note some
Commonwealth and mostly worldwide (foreign) material including much which is
‘space’ related in several ring binders and albums. No GB stamps seen! A few loose
stamps in a tub as well and several Hagner pages can be reclaimed and re-used from
this lot. Who knows what may be lurking... £1

45 B M&S Wine Direct box with an album of GB covers and an old Swiftsure album.; An
album of Bird FDC’s from various places and in very good condition, also a few loose
items. £1

46 B Medium brown carton with a range of albums etc. We spotted an empty FDC album,
quite useable, some NZ material in a red spring back album; GB Pre- decimal booklets
on cards (not complete but all with some stamps and panes, ideal for exploding for
display). Quite a bit to check through. £1

47 B Medium brown carton well filled with circa 600 - 700 covers, we estimate 80% or more
are commercial items, plus some FDC’s and commemorative items etc. Worldwide
content although GB and Islands predominate. Much of interest and with a low estimate.
We would say the vast majority is pre 1990 so nothing very recent here. £30

48 B Medium brown carton, with stamps loose and on pages; worldwide commercial covers;
several albums / books; large block of ½d Machin; United Nations album 1951 to 1972
and much else besides. Several thousand stamps in this lot. £1

49 B Medium carton from collector well filled with 8 stock books with various items plus and
SG Benelux catalogue and stamps on cards etc. Much to set through and a low start £1

50 E Mixed lot with foreign on stock cards (USA and Swiss etc.), then small red stock book
with interesting mix of worldwide material with a few C/W and some blocks. Also a small
cigar box with St Lucia 1938 ½d Green and 1d Violet coil stamps in quantity. £30

51 A New Ideal printed album for Commonwealth stamps to 1936. Album in quite nice
condition, green with interleaving and approaching 1,000 primarily used stamps spread
throughout. Reserved at circa 4p a stamp so has to be cheap! £40

8
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52 A Pair of heavy old albums with altogether several hundred stamps. One album is a Senf
to circa 1906 the other Schaubek to around 1929. Both in very aged condition and one
(Schaubek) is falling apart but pickings to be had here and well worth viewing. £30

53 B Purple Ebay carton containing 5.8kg of kiloware. This is from a charity source, a
substantial amount is GB Machin types, but also a decent sprinkling of Channel Islands
and other country issues seen. Unchecked by us, but plenty of it to go through! This box
is well filled. £1

54 A QEII period mint collection for the British Commonwealth to circa 1969 in three New
Age printed albums. Over 6,300 stamps with many sets. Includes Ascension 1963 birds;
High cat Australia postage dues; AAT complete; Falklands 1960 Birds set; GB with
several different Wilding sets and some phosphors, KUT apparently complete, Malayan
States with many $5, Malta 1956/7 set; NZ 1953-7 set; N. Borneo 1954/7 set; N Rhodesia
1953 and 1963 sets, PMG complete except 2 dues; Rhodesia missing just 1 stamp,
Tonga basic stamps complete, Sierra Leone 1956, 1961 and 1963 sets etc. Lots of extra
shades noted throughout. Needs rehousing. £1,600

55 A Red 32 page ‘Compass’ stock book with worldwide unmounted mint issues with many
sets. Mainly 1990’s period from Europe, Asia, Africa etc. with a few British C/W noted as
well. Clean lot £30

56 A Red A4 Ka-Be stock book in decent condition with circa 850 used with mainly European
and Commonwealth stamps. Most look to be 1960 - 1990’s period. Clean with little
damaged seen. Cheap reserve for this quantity we think, look to be mostly face different
with minimal duplication. £15

57 A Red Senator spring back album with a QEII period of Commonwealth issues for
countries S - Z, includes some better values and sets, definitely one for viewing! £1

58 B Small brown carton with mixed British Commonwealth on stock cards, all periods with
some better items seen. Recommended viewing this is a good lot! £1

59 B Small brown carton with some Michel European catalogues and an unused Selby album
and an unused Stanley Gibbons album. Also an A5 stock book with some used GB and
then other stock books with mint and used Commonwealth stamps plus USA 1972/3
year packs and some interesting FDC including Poland 1919 post exhibition and a tin
of world mix on / off paper. Collector clearing out unwanted material. £1

60 B Small carton of Commonwealth covers. 198 items, almost all are FDCs from a number
of countries dating between 1950 and circa 2010. 61 covers are from GB which includes
some high value ones, 38 covers from New Zealand, 25 Irish covers (1967-71), 27
covers from Channel Islands (1973-96), 12 Cyprus (1995-2010). Other countries include
Australia, IOM, Canada and Malta. Majority are in good clean condition and are either
unaddressed or have typed address. Reserve is barely 10p each. £20

61 B Small carton with 67 stock cards of British Commonwealth material including plenty of
G6 and earlier, mint and used including some multiples. This lot will have a high
catalogue value and we recommend viewing it. £1

62 B Small GPS navigation box containing 104 stock cards of GB & Commonwealth items.
All periods early to modern some items identified and some catalogue prices indicated.
Pickings to be had here and recommended viewing as reserve is notional only. Good
lot for collector or resale. £10

63 B Small windmill box with circa 750+ mint (including U/M) and mostly used foreign stamps
(no GB), all off paper and cheaper material in the main. Look to be largely different
stamps. Reserved to go! £1

9
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64 A Stanley Gibbons ‘New Imperial’ album volume 2 for British Commonwealth (Mauritius
to Zululand) with quite sparse but interesting content. There are good items here. Mint
and used, the album in excellent condition. We note a few 1935 Silver Jubilee sets,
interesting Newfoundland (with value), New Zealand, Rhodesia, Sarawak, quite well
filled Sudan represent the better parts. We estimate perhaps 400 - 500 stamps or so, but
value to be had. Viewing highly recommended. This empty album worth a fair bit
anyway. £225

65 E SUPERB RANGE OF 19 FULLY DESCRIBED SMALL AUCTION LOTS with Germany,
France, Austria, Greece, Switzerland, Latvia, Liechtenstein (note 1933 5fr purple
(Cat.£425 was reserved at £85). Very high Cat. Value & a total trade reserve of £469.
Includes various varieties & some un-issued material. SOLD AS IS with a possible
Cat.£3,000+ £400

66 E SUPERB RANGE OF 59 FULLY DESCRIBED SMALL AUCTION LOTS on 15 sides stock
sheets with singles & sets inc. Liechtenstein, Austria, France, Monaco, Switzerland, W
Germany, Luxembourg, Netherlands. (Cat.£50 to £700 each) The total trade reserve
was £1,495 (with individual lots from £10 to £120 each). total Cat.£9,390 £1,200

67 B Tall brown carton with stamps on pages; loose and in packets on and off paper;
commercial covers GB pre-decimal period some with instructional marks; Album of
Congo Democratic Republic 1960 - 1975 with some stamps; A few other albums and
stock books, year packs etc. A quite heavy lot. £1

68 A Three spring-back albums, black, red and green all with a good quantity of pages. They
contain mint and used Commonwealth issues all look to be current reign with very little
beyond 2000 seen. A few thousand stamps spread across several issuing countries
and territories. Looks to be fairly reserved. £30

69 A VARIOUS EUROPE 1963-70s in green binder Channel Isles & IOM to £2, Gibraltar to
£1 & Crete mainly fine mint £65

70 A VARIOUS EUROPEAN - fine mint in green stock book. Much 1970-90s Iceland,
Greenland, Faroes. M/Sheets Greece, Turkey, Cyprus, Spain, San Marino. Strong
thematic content £90

71 B Waitrose Cellar carton with 2 albums, one of GB covers including some better
postmarks; France printed album with a smattering of issues and a few stamps in
packets. £1

72 B White medium carton with various albums and stamps from genuine collector source.
Nothing of great import, but quite a heavy amount of it in albums and packets etc. £1
ACCESSORIES

73 A Postcard type album with good polyprotec leaves, black with matching slipcase. 4 items
to a page and would take older postal history covers of the normal Victorian size also.
Expensive to buy new. £4

74 A Stanley Gibbons 2018 Part One Commonwealth & British Empire stamp catalogue,
Retail Price new £89.95. Second-hand but perfectly useable. £1
ALGERIA

75 S SG93/105 Centenary of French Occupation set, Imperforate, lightly mounted mint set.
Scarce and rarely offered. Vendor says cat 400 Euros in 2010! £80
ANTIGUA

76 S SG98/109, George VI definitive set complete, most including £1 value are lightly
mounted mint. Cat £130 £50
ASCENSION

77 S SG18b mounted mint, 1/- with ‘Torn Flag variety’ cat £400 £110
AUSTRALIA

78 E 1950-52 3d Scarlet Coil stamps in a vertical strip of 18 stamps which constitutes 6
complete Coil pairs SG235aa, u/m, Cat.£102. £20
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79 E 19652/6d Scarlet Robin complete sheet of 60 stamps unmounted mint. SG368, cat
£150+. Attractive and good condition, folded in two places horizontally, would break well
if necessary. Bird thematic £14

80 E 1997 The Dreaming 45c Dumbi the Owl IMPERFORATE TRAFFIC LIGHT BLOCK OF
4 left hand marginal block from the only sheet believed to exist, unmounted mint
SG1704a £450

81 A Red ‘Simplex’ spring back binder with a collection, early to modern, mint and used with
both in the QEII period. G6 to £1 Robes good used and with later including Navigators
and a few booklet panes etc. A surprisingly extensive lot on circa 80 or so generally
well filled pages. £50

82 S SG1082var, 1987 37c Bionic Ear stamp with a spectacular perforation shift, such that
‘Australia’ now appears at the base of the stamp. Fine unmounted mint and striking to
look at. £40

83 E SG1327qb, 1992 45c Wild Animals booklet pane of 5 with the 1992 Exhibition Logo,
completely IMPERFORATE in error. Spectacular item compared to the die cut
perforations of the normal pane, rare. £200

84 S SG150a, 1934 MacArthur, 2d Carmine-red TYPE B with shaded hills, pristine unmounted
mint. £10

85 S SG185/185a. 2d bright purple top right hand corner block of 8 stamps. The stamp at
lower left (R2/5) is the ‘MEDAL FLAW’ variety. Hinged twice in upper margin, the
stamps and variety are all unmounted mint. Nice positional listed variety. £40

86 S SG398, 40c Tasman strip of three from top of sheet with grossly misplaced perforations.
Fine U/M and actually displaying parts of 6 different stamps. A stunning error and most
unusual from this country. £250

87 S SG40ba, 1915-27, 1/-blue-green Kangaroo good used with circular postmark,
watermark sideways, very scarce stamp, has one blunt corner perforation otherwise
fine, cat £400. £50

88 S SG6a, 4d orange-yellow first watermark, used with one short perf at top. Very difficult
shade and actually looks yellow compared to the normal orange variant. Circular
postmark, cat £85 £20

89 S SGO37 5/- Kangaroo, watermark 5, perforated ‘OS’, good used with parts of 2 circular
postmarks. Perfs trimmed a little at left but very collectable, Cat £225 £34
AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY

90 E SG40, 10c value from the 1979-81 Ships series. Significant drop of perforations in
the penultimate row of the sheet, within a fine unmounted mint block of 10 being the
bottom two rows (2 x 5) fine unmounted mint. Spectacular error which increases in
visual effect from right to left. Unusual and possibly unique item. £150
AUSTRALIAN STATES

91 S Victoria - 1900 Anglo Boer war Patriotic Fund pair fine mint, the 1d value is a superb
marginal copy the stamp is unmounted mint, the 2d is fresh mounted mint. Nice
condition for these, cat £425 £125

92 S Western Australia - SG1 , one penny Swan design used, 2½ margins. A classic
Commonwealth stamp and possibly the earliest bird thematic. Minor faults but a difficult
stamp to source anyway. Cat £275 £40
AUSTRIA

93 A 1850 - 1971 Used collection in Schaubek printed album. A valuable collection with much
useful including, 1850-54 imperfs many with 4 margins, 1867 to 50k, 1899 to 4k, 1908-
13 set to 10k, range of 1920-21 overprints, 1920-23 sets to 100k & 1000k, 1925-30 Airs
to 10s, 1934-36 to 5s, 1935 Air set to 10s etc then very solid to 1971, fine clean lot,
Catalogue £7,000++ and now reserved at under 8% of this. £550
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94 E AUSTRIA 1925-33 good to fine selection on stock cards, slight duplication, mint & used
inc. 1925 Airs to 3sch used + 5sch mint, 1926 Child Welfare, 1929 Views mint & used,
1933 Writers mint + odd values Cat.£747 £80

95 E AUSTRIA 1948 Costumes 27 values 3gr-10sch x 3 sets very fine mint (much
unmounted) Cat.£885 (81) £120

96 A AUSTRIA 1956-78 in brown Safe album near complete superb lot u/m + a few used
Cat.£610 £75

97 A AUSTRIA 1958-92 looks complete superb u/m inc Defins Commems M/Sheets &
sheetlets Cat.£1,440 £190

98 A AUSTRIA 1964-97 in green stock book all different near complete collection of fine used
(inc CTO) defins, commems & Charities + 8 M/Sheets * 16 sheetlets. Approx. 1,000
stamps Cat.£1,013 £110

99 E AUSTRIA 1970-2001 on 12 sides stock sheets. Superb u/m with some duplication.
Defins, Views to 50sch, Costumes & Charities. Will make several collections and ideal
for on-line trader. Cat.£2,134 £260

100 A Davo Volume II boxed printed album with a mint and used collection 1945 - 1980’s. A
few odds in places but a quite well filled volume with many sets. We counted over 1,100
stamp in this album and there are better amongst. Cat value not stated but will be a fair
sum with think, album has a dust cover. £70

101 S SG699 /702, 1933 Ski Fund set unmounted mint, Cat £100
B.A.T.

102 S SG1/15a 1963-69 definitive set of 16 values. Fine mounted mint, Cat £275 £70
BAHAMAS

103 S SG111/4 1921 Script CA watermark Staircase set mounted mint, £20
104 S SG19A 1862 6d Lilac perf 13, very fine used with numeral cancel leaving clear profile.

Nice stamp cat £450 £95
105 S SG26w 4d bright rose Watermark Crown ‘CC’ inverted and reversed, very good used

with A05 numeral obliterator. Cat £250 £50
106 S SG30x, 6d lilac with watermark reversed, ( views the correct way round through the

back of the stamp!), good used, listed but not priced in SG Part One catalogue £80
107 S SG31y 6d deep violet Watermark Crown CC inverted and reversed, very fine mounted

mint. Listed but unpriced in the SG part One catalogue. Very nice stamp. £100
108 S SG42x 1d scarlet-vermilion Perf 14 , crown CA watermark reversed. listed but unpriced

in SG Part 1. Additionally this stamp has part double lined letters in watermark from
central position in sheet adjacent to margin. A most interesting stamp! Cats £600 mint,
unpriced used in Part One. £80

109 S SG51a, 2½d blue with ‘Sloping 2’ variety, good used, cat £120 £30
110 S SG90/90a, 1d Red Cross with variety ‘Long stroke to 7’ in mounted mint pair with

normal. Nice item. £14
BAHRAIN

111 S SG30 8a mounted mint, cat £325 £90
BARBADOS

112 S SG271/82 George VI second definitive set fine used, cat £75 £30
113 S SG5 un-denominated imperforate Britannia stamp, fine mounted mint, cat £120 and of

very fresh appearance £36
BELGIUM

114 E 1849-1940 good to very fine used selection on 3 pages. 1849 Epaulettes 10c x 5, 20c
x 8. Medallions 1849-61 Imperf 1c to 40c x 21 Perf 10. 1865-1900 various to 2fr x 36.
1905-40 better values Leopold to 2fr Albert 5fr & 10fr. Commems (possible small faults).
Careful viewing recommended. Cat.£6,200++ (141) £630
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115 E 1925-45 commems & Charities mint & used 1928 Orval, TB, Parcel Post, 1932 Balloons,
1933 TB then strong to 1945. Mainly good to fine. Ideal approvals Cat.£1,172 £130

116 E 1849-61 on 3 sides stock sheets. Medallions type Imperf (unsorted for wmks & Printing)
SG12-14 fair to good used 2, 3 & 4 margins, good looking pieces, 1c green x 2, 4c red
x 29, 10c brown x 131, 20c blue x 97. Cat.(as cheapest) £5,841 (259) £400

117 A Green ‘Compass’ A4 stock book with over 260 early stamps to circa 1940 only, mostly
used, some duplication with sets. First page has the first issue with Belgium with 13
imperforate and 15 perforate types in all values. Mixed condition as usual for these but
a massive catalogue value almost certainly into four figures for this page alone. Vendor
has priced very cheaply. Ideal lot for trader / reseller. £40

118 A Including Belgium Congo - Extensive used collection in blue two ring binder, generally
a triumph of quantity over quality but there are some surprises! In particular note a page
of epaulettes to 20c (3) and Imperf Medallions to 40c (10), then later including some
useful charities. Few 1,000’s £80

119 S SG65, 1883 25c blue lightly mounted mint, cat £650 £70
120 S SG76, 1884, 1f red-brown / green mounted mint with a couple of very minor perf faults.

Cat £1,300 £90
BERMUDA

121 E 1865 to 1949 only, three well filled album pages with 112 stamps, mostly used, odd
mint hiding here and there. Condition better than usually seen for this period and the
earlies not bad at all with some nice looking stamps. Includes a fine mint set of the 1948
Royal Wedding. A few damaged stamps have not been counted in cat value which is
over £1,100. A nice one country lot being cleared by a collector. £130

122 S 1921 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions (2nd issue) SG68/76 set of nine stamps
good mounted mint Cat £100 £22

123 S George VI 12/6d values x 2 stuck down on piece with punch holes indicating revenue
usage. Two very distinct shades of the outer frame, one is yellow the other very orange. £16

124 S SG3, 1865-1903 2d dull blue (crown CC watermark). Fine mounted mint, just 2 toned
perf tips not visible from the front, cat £475 £70
BRITISH GUIANA

125 E QV to GV only on 7 stock sheet sides removed from a book. A duplicated in places
hoard laid out with some identification to the earlier issues (not guaranteed) but a few
checked seemed reasonable. The earlies of considerable catalogue value (not stated)
although as always with these somewhat complicated issues in mixed condition. A good
starter. £300

126 S SG308/19, King George VI definitive set complete mounted mint, set of 12 most being
lightly mounted, cat £110 £20

127 S SG344 $2 deep mauve unmounted mint marginal copy, cat £35 £1
BRITISH HONDURAS

128 S King George VI mint issues x 12 stamps with values to $2, a few duplicated, fresh
mounted mint (some are actually unmounted)(, between SG150/160. The $2 stamp has
a tiny central tone spot, others are fine, STC £150 £1

129 E Old printed album page containing 17 QV issues mostly mint with just three stamps
being used. All different and STC £230. Attractive lot with values to 1/- and 24cents.
Clean material. £40
BRITISH LEVANT

130 E Card with QV to KGV only mint and used issues on stock card. A little duplication, 48
stamps in all, mixed condition sound to fine, the odd fault to be expected in a mixed lot
of this type. Vendor advises cat £500+ , looks a decent assembly and very keenly
reserved £25

131 S SG2 80p on 5d green mounted mint, with several tone spots, cat £225 £25
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132 S SG3, Queen Victoria 12p on 2/6d fresh mounted mint, cat £65 £15
133 S SG3, Queen Victoria 12p on 2/6d used with tidy numeral obliterator. A heavy hinge and

some toning to reverse (not obvious from the front) and still an impressive looker £1
134 S SG33 King Edward VII 12 p on 2/6d fine used with part crisp Smyrna registered oval, a

few toned perf tips at top cat £38 £1
135 S SG34, King Edward VII 24p on 5/- fresh colour fine used by part Constantinople CDS.

A few lightish tone marks on reverse. Cat £100 £1
136 S SG48 45p on 2/6d Seahorse used. Light parcel cancellation leaving design very visible

at clear. A bit grubby on the back but decent enough copy. Cat £45 £1
137 S SG49, 90p on 5/- Seahorse fine mounted mint, very fresh colour. Has tone spot where

it was hinged not visible from face at all., cat £25 £1
138 S SG50 180p on 10/- Seahorse, fresh mounted mint, a couple of toned perf tips, otherwise

fine, cat £45 £1
139 S SGL24a, 2/6d Seahorse, ‘Levant’ overprint, fresh mounted mint, a few toned perfs at top

otherwise fine. Cat £65 £1
140 S SGL24s, 2/6d Seahorse overprinted Levant and ‘Specimen’ mounted mint, toned in

several places. Cat £140 £15
BRITISH OCCUPATION OF ITALIAN COLONIES

141 E Eritrea, 34 mint stamps on sheet with values to 10/- x 2.includes 5 postage dues, look
to be all different, vendor advises Cat £200+ £20

142 S M.E.F. overprint issues, SGM6 to M21 (except M14). All fresh mounted mint vendor says
cat £940. £100

143 S Somalia (including E.A.F.) - small selection of 31 stamps, all different and all fresh
mounted mint with hinges still in place. Values to 5/- (x2 diff) Clean lot, vendor advises
Cat £130 £15

144 E Tripolitania - George VI issues, all different mint on A4 stock page. We note values to
10/- (x 3 different) and also includes postage dues (2 different sets). Mounted mint, look
fine but odd fault to be expected in a lot of this type. Vendor says cat £500+ £50
C.O.G.H.

145 E Luxury red padded folder with gold blocked legend ‘The Cape Triangle’ plus a stamp
imaged produced by Stanley Gibbons limited and containing a nicely used copy of
SG5b 1d deep rose-red with three even margins. Stamp cats £375, nicely presented
item which contains a brief history of the iconic triangular issues. £50

146 S SG21, 1/- green, three margins and an attractive used copy. Has a reverse thin not
showing at all on the front, but reserved accordingly, Cat £700 £90

147 S SG5 1d rose (pale shade) superb used for these, three margins with a lovely inverted
1865 cds cancel. Cat £300 £75

148 E Stock card with 36 stamps mint, unused and used, mostly different laid out in
chronological order. No Triangulars but cat £380 a listing of the calculation is with the
lot. Nice lot, visually attractive with better cancels noted. £36
CANADA

149 S 1908 Quebec Centenary set missing just the cheap ½c. Mounted mint with a few faults
as always, this set which rarely comes in good condition. A nice set which is in well
above average condition for these and cheaply reserved. SG189/95, cat £550+ £80

150 A 1859 to 1980 in black album. Good to fine used starter collection inc. BOB, Special
Delivery, 1930 sets, 1937-42, 1946 to $1 + strong QE2 £68

151 E 1949 4c coil (SG 422) x 50 u/m Cat.£700 £100
152 S SGR9, 8c Dull Blue Registered stamp, good used with the usual obliterator, nice colour.

A surprisingly awkward adhesive and not often seen. Cat £275 £85
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CAYMANS
153 S SG107 1935 10/- Pictorial. A lower marginal copy unmounted mint and very fine,

premium item as such £50
154 S SG124/124a 2/- yellow-green and 2/- deep Green, both shades lightly mounted mint, cat

£80 £1
155 S SG126a 10/- chocolate George VI mounted mint, cat £30 £1

CEYLON
156 E A4 stock page containing 12 mint blocks of four, some of them are imprint blocks. A few

have toning, but generally a good lot with values to 30c (this fine U/M), STC £200+ £1
157 E Selection of Ceylon issues on stock sheets and album pages. Mint and used all from the

reign of Edward VII, some duplication but a nice lot for sorting and checking watermarks
and postmarks. Over 150 stamps £1

158 S SG129 36c Crown CC WMK, Perf 14, a nice fresh mounted mint wing margin stamp
with excellent strong colour. Cat £200 £60

159 S SG394, 50c perf 13 x 11½ mounted mint, cat £160 £40
160 S SG50ew 1863-65 2d Grey green INVERTED WATERMARK with large part original gum.

A scarce adhesive, Cat £950 £160
161 S Two of the very scarcest values from the George VI set; SG387A 3c Perf 13 x 13½ and

50c SG394A Perf 13 x 13½. Both decent mint copies of fresh appearance. Cat £725
total and both quite elusive. The 50c quite lightly mounted with a minor gum bend
mentioned for accuracy that could easily be missed and still a scarce item. £180
CHINA

162 S ½c Local Post Newspaper Wrapper showing impressed albino oval cachet and
Shanghai bilingual CDS in blue, very fine condition for this. Nice clean item. £80

163 A Blue ‘Uni-safe’ stock book of circa 750 stamps mint and used, modest duplication and
we note half a dozen or so ‘offset on reverse’ errors. Will fill a few gaps and chance of
a find for those familiar with these issues which look to be primarily 1940’s to 1960’s
period. £40

164 B Brown carton with circa 1kg by weight of modern China kiloware on paper with many
multiples and larger pieces. Very hard to source nowadays and this looks to be very
recent modern issues from the past 5 years or so based on the postmark dates. Nice
lot that has plenty of stamps in it to be soaked off. Attractive and we would think highly
sought after. £30
CIGARETTE CARDS

165 E Carreras Ltd, 1928 Malayan Scenes set of 24 black & white photographic cards which
are circa double normal cigarette card size. Cards in generally good condition and rated
at £3.50 a card. The catalogue does not price a set as these are very rarely seen or
available as such making this a good lot. £32

166 B Flat brown box with a large quantity of Trade cards (mostly Brooke Bond tea cards)
plus a few Topps ‘Match Attax’ and some Golden Wonder ‘Nik Naks’ football
collectables. Well over 1,000 items in here £1

167 E Gallaher, 1939 Army Badges set of 48 cards in 5 leaves. Cat £36 in 2014 cat £12
168 E John Player & Sons, 1904 Badges and Flags of British regiments complete set of 50

cards, ‘Green Back’ series, condition a little mixed, nothing really bad but several cards
with dealers stamp (?) in pale pink on reverse, fully allowed for in vendors reserve, Cat
£90 £12

169 E John Player & Sons 1904 Badges and Flags of British regiments complete set of 50
cards, ‘Brown back numbered series, condition a little mixed, nothing really bad but
a few cards with dealers stamp (?) in pale pink on reverse, fully allowed for in vendors
reserve, Cat £100 £18
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170 E John Player & Sons 1927 Gilbert & Sullivan (2nd series) of 50 cards in display pockets.
Good condition, cat £50 (Murray) £12

171 E John Player & Sons, 1909 Arms and Armour (Blue Back), set of 50 cards in good
collectable condition. Cat £120+ £44

172 E John Player & Sons, 1914 Victoria Cross 22 out of the set of 25 cards (missing numbers
11, 16 and 18 in good condition in 3 ten pocket card leaves. Cat £70 (Murray) for a
complete set of 25 £16

173 E John Player & Sons, 1924 Drum Banners & Cap Badges, set of 50 cards in soemwhat
aged leaves so need rehousing. Cards in good condition, some staining on sleeves not
affecting cards. £18

174 E John Player & Sons, 1934 Hints on Association Football set of 50 cards in good
condition in 5 ten pocket card leaves. Cat £45 (Murray) £12

175 E John Player & Sons, 1934 Cricketers set of 50 in mostly good condition in 5 ten pocket
card leaves. Cat £70 (Murray) £18

176 E John Player & Sons, 1937 Motor Cars (2nd series) set of 50 cards in good condition
in 5 ten pocket card leaves. Cat £50 (Murray) £16

177 E John Player & Sons, 1938 Aircraft of the Royal Air Force set of 50 cards in good
condition in 5 ten pocket card leaves. Cat £50 (Murray) £16

178 E John Player & Sons, 1938 Cricketers set of 50 cards in good condition in 5 ten pocket
card leaves. Cat £60 (Murray) £18

179 E John Player & Sons, 1939 Uniforms of the Territorial Army set of 50 in 5 polyprotec
leaves, cat £45+ £16

180 E R Hyde & Co. Ltd, 1930 Canary Culture, ste of 80 cards in very good condition, except
around 15 cards that have a stain / foxing to one corner only, Cat £120. £25

181 E R. J. Lea Ltd., 1913 Old Pottery & Porcelain (5th Series), Set of 50 cards in generally
good condition. Cat £70+ £28

182 E Ringtons (Tea) 1971 British Cavalry Uniforms of the 19th century set of 25 cards in very
good condition, cat £40 (Murray) £8

183 B Skechers shoe box well filled with a quantity of cigarette and trade cards. Plenty of loose
cards plus a number of cards identified and described in small packets, these include
A&B.C. Gum 1965 Civil War News x 67 cards (Cat £200+), various Weetabix cards and
a set of Castellan railways (Cat £30) etc. Estimate over 2,000 cards in this lot. £48

184 E Stephen Mitchell & Sons, 1916 Army Ribbons & Buttons, set of 25 in good collectable
condition in old sleeves that need replacing. Stains on sleeves not affecting cards,
Awkward set. Cat £100+ £32

185 E Taddy & Co., 1902 V.C. Heroes (numbers 41 - 60), set of 20 in two polyprotec display
pages. Very scarce set, some cards with signs of wear , scuffs and rounded corners to
be expected with a set of this age but overall a very good set and very difficult to find
complete. Cat £460 (Murray) , scarce set. £120

186 E Teofani & Co. Ltd, 1938, Past & Present ‘B’ Series ‘Weapons of War’ set of 24 , excellent
condition in three polyprotec style leaves. Cat £30 in 2014/15 catalogue £12

187 E W.D. & H.O.Wills, 1912 Historic Events set of 50 cards in display leaves, cat £60
(Murray). Good condition. £14

188 E W.D. & H.O.Wills, 1938 Britain’s part in the War, complete set of 24 cards in two
polyprotec style pages. Cat £30 in the 2014/15 Murray catalogue. £12

189 E W.D. & H.O.Wills, 1939 Old Inns (2nd series), complete set of 40 larger size cards in a
Wills card album, cards have been placed in and are not stuck down at all and could
be easily removed. Cat £66 in 2014 Murray cat. £22
CYPRUS

190 E 1979-87 u/m stock in blocks on 8 sides stock cards. Commems, defins, M/Sheets with
values to £2 & £5. Strong thematic content ideal for approvals or fair trader. Cat.£544 £85
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191 A inc Turkish Cyprus 1965-83 in 13 sided brown stock book u/m Defins & Commems
duplicated to 6 of each. Values to £5 + M/Ss. Superb trading stock Cat.£972 £180

192 S SG161 45p KGVI a very lightly mounted corner marginal example from bottom right of
the sheet. Cat £55 £1

193 S SG163 £1 scarlet & indigo KGVI fresh mounted mint, cat £65 £1
194 E TURKISH CYPRUS 1980-86 commems in full or part sheets. Ideal retail stock Cat.£476 £75

DOMINICA
195 S SG121c fine used, 1 cent value with the variety ‘TA’ for ‘JA’ in watermark. Unpriced used

in SG but catalogues £450 mint. £100
196 S SG140/58 QEII definitive issue complete set of 19 values mounted mint, cat £85 £15
197 S SG154/7 QEII high values 48c (x2) to $1.20 fresh mounted mint, cat £35 £1
198 S SG99/108a, King George VI 1st definitive set complete mounted mint, 14 values, cat

£100 £20
FALKLAND DEPS

199 S 1946-49 George VI, Thin Map set to 1/- SG9-16 very fine mtd mint. Cat £100. £20
200 S King George VI thin and thick map issues with duplication, also a set of the thick map

set with ‘gap in 80th parallel varieties’, (3d has torn corner). Good lot for study, all
mounted mint and cat £200+ £1

201 E SGA1/D8 complete basic issues for South Georgia, Graham Land, South Shetlands
and South Orkneys, including the 6d shades for some and duplication for some values.
We counted 56 stamps, a few have some toned perf tips mentioned for accuracy. STC
£300+ £20

202 E SGG1a/G8a, King George VI ‘thick’ maps set in unmounted mint blocks of four, one
stamp in every block with the positional variety ‘gap in 80th parallel’. Nice lot £25

203 S SGG26/40 1954-62 definitive set complete lightly mounted mint. Cat £225 £50
FALKLAND ISLANDS

204 S KGVI first definitive issue, multiple mint values to 1/-. 28 stamps mounted mint, a few with
some reverse tone spots but many fine. Vendor says cat £300+ £20

205 S SG33x/34 Queen Victoria 6d Orange-Yellow (WMK reversed) and Yellow shades, both
fine used with circular postmarks, SG33x has part of the marginal / interpanneau
watermark. Separator line £40
FAROE ISLANDS

206 A Fine unmounted mint collection, in two Lighthouse green hinge-less albums in matching
slip cases. Volume one spanning 1975 to 2008 complete apart from a few missing
sheetlets. There is much thematic content here as well as other relevant issues of the
time. Volume II covers 2009-2013, this album being empty and an ideal candidate for
filling to complete the collection. This is a fine clean lot which catalogues £1,720. The
albums are in good condition and would cost a lot new. £170
FINLAND

207 S 1959, Air Surcharge 45m on 34m, SG600, fine u/m. Nice copy of an awkward value.(1) £36
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FRANCE
208 A 1853 - 1979 used collection in a somewhat battered’ Davo’ printed album. Pages have

been annotated with historic catalogue / selling prices in pencil, which could be erased
if needed. This collection has been picked over, but many better items remain including,
1853 imperfs 7 stamps values incl 80c several are 4 mgns; 1862 and 1863 complete
except 5F; 1870 Bordeaux printing x 6 stamps mostly 4 mgns; Decent peace &
Commerce / Merson types; 1918 Red Cross SG378 (cat £85); SG450/3 set (Cat £190);
1920 B.I.T. pair; 10F air SG554 (cat £180); 50F Ader (Cat £95); thereafter many sets
including many national Relief / Red Cross sets. Well over 1,000 stamps and much else
besides what has been noted. Cat value will be £3,000++, many circular cancels seen
throughout. Good lot for filling gaps / adding to, includes better Postage Dues at the
back. £200

209 E 1937 International Philatelic Exhibition Paris Miniature sheet inscribed “PEXIP”
SGMS581, fine unmounted mint, Cat.£600 as mounted mint. £160

210 E 1941-67 mint or u/m selection on 8 Hagner sheets with many sets and singles, we note
1941 National Relief Fund, 1942 Legion, 1948 & 1949 National Relief Fund, 1953 Sport
to 75f (less 30f), 1956 National Relief Fund, 1961 Red Cross etc, nice clean lot.
STC.£670+. (300+) £60

211 S 1943 National Relief Fund horizontal strip of 5 stamps fine unmounted mint, SG780a, cat
£85+ £28

212 E 1946-53 Postage Due set to 100f, SGD985-96 all in unmounted mint corner marginal
blocks of 4 except 50f, nice assembly. Cat.£800. (48) £90

213 E 1951-55 fine mint & used selection, all different on 11 pages, Commems, Defins, Views,
Red Cross & Airs to 1000fr, Cat.£402. £36

214 A Booklets plus a few Machine Vended strips . Mint commemorative booklets with selling
prices indicated in excess of £130 plus 5 used earlier (1969 - 73 period) Red Cross
booklets priced at a further £26. Plenty of empty ‘Vario’ type pages. Interesting lot. £30

215 E 156-89 35 Red Cross booklets all fine mint Cat.£725 £140
216 E 1938-41 on 7 pages with 1938 Views to 20fr, 1940 Opts. to 20fr mainly good to fine mint

+ a few used between SG 594A and 689 inc commems, defins & Charities Cat.£615 £85
217 A 1953-87 mint & used in red multi-ring binder. 56 booklets inc. Red Cross Cat.£1,683 £230
218 E 1970-94 on 5 sides stock cards. Very fine mint with some duplication. Cat.£1,235 £130
219 A 1977-86 in maroon Lindner album. Superb u/m near complete (no M/Ss), UNESCO,

Europe Council, Art, Red Cross, P Dues, defins, Airs Cat.£1,160 £170
220 A Green A4 Lighthouse stock book, with duplicated ranges of material. Useful lot for

postmark study with Emperor Heads, Ceres and Peace & Commerce types with
duplication; Later commemorative issues from 1930’s with up to half a dozen of each
including better values. A page of mint including Mouchon and Sower issues; Merson
with 10F x 6 and 20F used amongst others. Well in excess of 1,000 stamps to check £60

221 A Lindner Album 1945 - 1959 with dual collecting pages for both mint (in pockets) and
used (mounted on the pages. Decent lot with many sets, circa 90% complete for either
mint or used and quite often both. Has separate pages for Airs and postage dues &
Council of Europe at the back. Airs include 1957 SG1318/20 unmounted mint (cat £140).
Value adds up across the many stamps, mint mostly mounted but increasingly some
unmounted as the volume proceeds. Many nicely used with circular cancels much in
evident. Many hundreds. £120

222 E SG131, 5F Napoleon high value, a space filler used copy with good colour. Has a
repaired tear but not the usual thin often seen with this stamp. Cat £1,300 £40

223 S SG224 1F Peace & Commerce type ‘IMPERFORATE’ and very scarce as such, type I,
mounted mint, cat £500 £100

224 S SG476/8 1929 Sinking Fund set, very good used with attractive cancels. cat £120 £36
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225 S SG484 1F50 Blue good used plus SG484a the scarce ‘Ultramarine’ shade good used
and a very elusive stamp, cat £550 rarely seen. £110

226 S SG586/7, 1937 National Museums pair fine used, both with part Paris cds cancels. Cat
£120 £34

227 S SH586/7, National Museums pair in the ‘Samothrace’ design mounted mint, a few gum
faults if we were being harsh, facially fresh and attractive. Very cheap reserve, Cat £200 £16
FRENCH COLONIES

228 S Reunion - SG11B 40c Orange with acute accent on ‘E’ good used with light blue circular
postmark. Nice colour and reasonable 2½ / 3 margins. Difficult stamp cat £550 and
very fairly reserved. £44

229 S Chad - 1971 1000f Great Egret SG336 fine u/m imperforate example from the top of the
sheet with decent amount of margin. Unusual bird thematic item. £14

230 E General issue for the 1937 Paris International Exhibition, 24 imperforate Miniature Sheets
from different colonies, all unmounted mint. The odd minor gum bend to a couple but
generally very fine. Nice lot and seldom offered together like this. £150

231 E Monaco - 1946 Child Welfare oversized composite die proof (epreuve de luxe) showing
all six values SG313/8 imperforate in isused colours and size. Fine and Fresh and a nice
item. £65

232 E Monaco - 1949 Centenary of Prince Albert sunken die proof (Epreuve de luxe) of 5f
Prince Albert’s Steam Yacht. Printed in black, yellow and pale red. The isused stamp
SG378 was monochrome in scarlet. A striking thematic in very fine condition. £46
GAMBIA

233 S 1869 6d Blue, SG3 No WMK Imperforate with four good to large square cut margins,
very fine used with circular postmark in red ink giving a striking appearance. Cat £180 £50

234 S SG13a, 1880-81 2d Rose, watermark sideways mounted mint. A very light horizontal
gum bend not particularly obvious. Good colour, cat £250 £44
GERMAN COLONIES

235 S German East Africa - 30h Yacht Key Type left hand marginal pair with watermark.
Imperforate and removed from a single sheet of 100 stamps ex archives of
Bundepost (formerly the Reichpost). Officially auctioned in 1997. This stamp has a 1998
German Certificate confirming provenance which has an original hand stamp in violet
of the Reichsdruckerei. This item unmounted mint with full gum and truly exhibition
quality! £300

236 S Kiatschow, SG23 5M red and black, mounted mint, slight toning at top where stamp has
been hinged. Cat £375 £50
GERMANY

237 E 1943 Grand Prix Vienna set of 2 values, both in complete sheets of 50 SG845-46, with
numbered margins on 3 sides, fine u/m, Cat.£130 £15

238 A 1978 - 1991 dual collected mint and used collection on separate pages for each.
Lighthouse hinge-less pages in a damaged two post binder (pages are fine). We
counted over 1,350 stamps with many complete sets plus a number of miniature sheets.
Catalogues well into four figures. Very clean material and sensibly reserved. £80

239 S BERLIN - 1951 Freedom Bell (Clapper at left) SGB75-79, fine very lightly mtd mint. A
couple of values look u/m, Cat £130 £22

240 A Berlin, pre-printed Lindner album with several hundred used stamps, pages 1948-1977,
a project for continuation and filling up. Pages in good condition and would cost more
than the reserve new, £30

241 S BRITISH & AMERICAN ZONES- 1948-50 Cologne Cathedral 60pf type I, perf 14,
SG128a & A32ab, lightly mtd mint and 1DM Type V p.14 fine u/m .Cat £200+ £30

242 S EAST GERMANY- 1953-55 President Pieck set SGE99-101 fresh unmounted mint. Cat
£235. £36
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243 E GERMAN GROUP on 2 pages with Berlin 1949 UPU Cat.£923, East Zone, Baden,
Rhein, West Germany & Wurttemberg Cat.£1,050 £140

244 A GERMANY 1949-60s in blue stock book. 1st Page alone1947-59 Cat.£1,740. 1949
Centenary UPU x 2, Bach, St Mary’s Church, Liebig, Rontgen x 3, 1954 Relief Fund x 2
+ 6 sides of dup. commems. All fine mint + part side East Germany £250

245 E GERMANY BERLIN 1949 UPU set, SGB54-6 2 sets m/m & fair to good used (14)
Cat.£1,350 £160

246 A GERMANY Berlin 1950-82 mint & used in brown 119 pages Lindner album. Many good
values strong to 1953 inc better sets & bells good basis for collection £230

247 A GERMANY EAST 1948-73 in b1ue Schaubeck album mint & used sparse 1948-51 then
fairly full to 1973 many 100s excellent starter lot £70

248 A GERMANY WEST & BERLIN 1968-2002 u/m & used collection in 32 sided stock book
with M/Sheets, sets, defins, commems & coils. Little duplication Cat.£2,980 £330

249 A GERMANY WEST 1949 in black album. An untidy but strong, valuable collection +
duplicated extras inc key items. Leibig x 10 used (Cat.£280) mint & used to 1970 MUST
BE VIEWED £200

250 A GERMANY WEST 1949-61 in black album. 1949 UPU, Parliament Relief, 1961 Post horn
used 1952 commems 1953 Red Cross& Road Safety 1954 Lufthansa. Mainly fine mint
Cat.£1,632 £190

251 A GERMANY WEST 1960- 91 in 60 sides stock book. Superb mint (mainly u/m), various
duplicated sets & singles (a few gum bends) Commems & Charities, thematic. Superb
trading & approval stock Cat.£9,665 £960

252 E GERMANY WEST 1966-79 on 18 sides stock sheets. U/m sets & singles in blks 4 near
complete inc. defins, commems, Charities & M/Sheets. Ideal for fair trader or approvals
(1000s) Cat.£1,958 £220

253 A GERMANY WEST 1980-96 in 52 sided blue stock book bulging with u/m blocks of 4 &
6 commems, M/Sheets, some x 6, thematic gold mine ideal approvals Reserved at 13%
of Cat.£7,910 £1,000

254 A GERMANY West Berlin 1949-88 in Yvert album Superb good to vf used near complete
collection (no M/S). Berlin 1949 black opt (Cat.£2,750 not counted) then near complete
to 1988 (Cat.£3,065) + West Germany 1949-88 (Cat.£2,836) inc c.t.o. total Cat.£5,901 £600

255 A GERMANY WEST in red hingeless album. 1955-69 near complete with most sets mint
u/m and used. (Ex. 1959 Beethoven M/S) Cat.£950 £100

256 E REVENUES - 1925 “Stock Transfer Tax” set of 13 unsevered pairs, the 5pf, 10pf, 20pf
& 50pf values in Yellowish brown & black, the higher values in Blue and black. Affixed
to hard board with fine impressed Reichsdrucke El Direklion at base. A rare and fine
presentation item (Erter-Norton B126-138) each item being overprinted “Wertlos”
(CANCELLED), delightful piece and scarce.. £150

257 E REVENUES - 1928 “Bill Exchange Tax” set of 16, with values expressed in
Reichspfennig & Reichsmark, 0.10RM to 0.80RM in light green, 1RM to 50RM light blue
& 100RM to 500RM in brown orange, blue & dark green, affixed to thick card and each
diagonally overprinted “Wertlos” (Erler-Norton AJ 267-82) fine impressed Reichsdruckie
EI Direktion at base, fine and appealing presentation item and rarely available or
seen. £170

258 E REVENUES- 1929 “Statistical Fees” 5Rpf, 10Rpf & 50Rpf Grey plus 1Rm & 5Rm
Carmine together with “Income Tax” 1925-27 0.10Rm to 2Rm set of 5 in various colours.
Each affixed to large thick card and overprinted Wertloss, fine impressed
Reichsdruckerie Direktion at base, fine and rare item. £80

259 S Saar, SG259/60 1949 Youth Hostels Fund pair, very fine used with crisp circular cancels.
cat £300+ £75
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260 S SG19 1g rose-carmine, a fine mint pair, the right hand stamp is lovely and fresh
unmounted mint. The left hand stamp is thinned at lower left, but also has the variety
‘Broken O in Groschen’. Very clear and catalogued in the specialised Michel edition
we are advised. Lovely variety and a nice item £70

261 S SG435, 1928-32 25pf Hindenberg in upper left hand corner block of four showing plate
number, hinged in the top margin only, stamps unmounted mint. The bottom pair have
a few redacted perforations, otherwise fine. Premium rated in this condition by Michel,
SG cats £48 as mounted, this worth far more. £20

262 A West Berlin - Collection 1955 to 1990 in blue Lighthouse hinge-less album, which has
pages for issues from 1948. Unmounted mint to 1970 then both mint and used on
separate pages to 1990. This period quite well filled for all basic issues, some gaps in
specialised definitives. We note 1986 famous women mint; 1987 Tourist sites mint and
used; 1970-73 defs mint and used; 1975-82 Industry mint and used; 1977-87 German
Castles mint and used etc. Over 1,150 stamps, a good collection of it’s type, good
catalogue value (not calculated) but this album is literally bulging and around 2
inches thick. £90

263 S West Berlin - SGB118/9 7pf and 70pf pair both U/M, the 70pf has an almost
imperceptible light gum bend mentioned for accuracy and not at all obvious. Cat £169+ £20

264 A West Germany - Collection in hinge less Light house album with complete fine used
ranges of sets & MSs from 1987-2000, with better including 1990 Youth MS, 1991 Sport,
Butterflies, 1992 Moths, 1997 Mills, 1998 Cartoons and 2000 World Fair, (1 set u/m),
lovely clean lot with a catalogue value of £1,400+ (100s) £95

265 A West Germany - Green Wessex ‘Paragon’ A4 stock book with an unmounted mint
collection from 1982 to circa 2000. Nice lot with very many sets and Cats £1,675+, all
in very fine condition. 32 side stock book which is circa 2/3 full. Good lot £200

266 A West Germany - Used collection 1949 to 1990’s. Over 100 A4 pages in a black 2 ring
binder. Good early section with several sets fine used. Loads of stamps here the vast
majority in fine condition includes some miniature sheets. A deceptively good lot based
on the quantity it contains and the catalogue value which will add up (not calculated) £75

267 A West Germany - 1949 - 1975 Fine used collection in a blue Ka-Be printed album with
circa 75 thick quality leaves. The album is circa 2 inches thick. Very comprehensive
and may well be complete in basic stamps plus some miniature sheets for the period
covered. Very highly catalogued period in the earlier years and also has some covers
and extras placed throughout. A chance to get a good start in one go in a decent album. £125

268 B West Germany - 1950-1988 collection on large French album leaves m & u but largely
u/m, we note 1950 Posthorn Emblems values 25pf, 30pf, 50pf and 70pf (all u/m), 1952
Telephone Service, 1951 x2, 1952 and 1955 Humanitarian Relief Fund sets mtd mint,
then 1963-88 complete, clean lot. Cat.£2,300++ (this is only for the first 10 pages).
(100s) £100

269 A WEST GERMANY - Comprehensive collection in hinge less Lighthouse album spanning
1949-1986 all fine used incl. 1949 Opening of Parliament, 1st Relief Fund and UPU, 1950
Bach, 1951 St. Mary’s Church and 1951-52 Posthorns etc. Then complete from 1953
through to 1986 incl. MSs, Catalogue value up to mid 50s is £1,800++, the rest not
catalogued but must be substantially more. (100s) £110

270 S West Germany SG1057, 1951 60pf red-brown Posthorn, unmounted mint, cat £190 £30
GHANA

271 A 1957-83 fine mint inc u/m collection in 10 sided stock book. Defins & commems 100s £70
GIBRALTAR

272 S 1869 surcharged set mounted mint, SG15/21 cat £200 £40
273 S 1927 SG107, £1 Red-orange & Black superb used copy with crisp 1935 cds cancel. Cat

£300 a premium stamp £140
274 S 1953 QEII definitive set of 14 values SG148/58 complete fine used, cat £120 £32
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275 S 1953 QEII definitive set of 14 values SG148/58 fine mounted mint, Cat £180 £28
276 E 1954 - 1967 picked over collection with various sets / part sets both mint and used on

5 pages. Includes 1967 Ships def set complete mint and SG160/72, 1960 set to 10/-
mint. Total cat £143, cheap reserve. £14

277 E Collection on typed leaves 1889 - 1927 period mint and used collection on leaves with
only QV to GV material. Clean one country lot with total cat £550+. £90

278 E 1953-77 mint & used inc. 1953 set, 1960 to 10/-, commems & Omnibus, 1967 Butterflies
to £2 Cat.£470 £70

279 S King George VI high values 1/- to £1 (5 stamps) all fine mint, all except the 1/- appear
to be U/M, vendor advises these to be SG numbers 127b, 128b, 129b, 130a and 131,
cat £200+ £25

280 S SG121/131, George VI set of 14 values mounted mint. The 3d, 6d and £1 values have
honeyed gum, vendor says unchecked for perfs, reserved very fairly, Cat £180 £25

281 S SG125a 3d blue perforation 14, mounted mint (lightly so), a light overall gum tone often
seen with this stamp, fully allowed for by vendor. cat £130 £15

282 S SG131 King George VI £1 value mounted mint, cat £42 £1
283 S SG13s6d lilac overprinted ‘Specimen’, mounted mint. Some toning at top but a difficult

item, cat £70 £1
284 S SG155/7, QEII 1953 2/-, 5/- and 10/- values mounted mint, the 10/- with a slightly messy

hinge mark not visible on face. Cat £120 £15
285 S SG157 10/- QEII unmounted mint pair with partial printer’s imprint in selvedge. A couple

of light tone marks not detracting, cat £90+ £15
286 S SG160/73, 1960 set unmounted mint, several are marginal copies the 7d value has a

slight tone spot, rest are fine. Cat £80 £16
287 S SG160/73, 1960-62 Definitive set fine unmounted mint. Cat £80 £22

GOLD COAST
288 S SG131 5/- olive-green & carmine fresh lightly mounted mint, perf 12, cat £110 £1

GREECE
289 S 1923, 50L on 50L Revolution surcharge on SG39 of Crete, fresh mounted mint, a very

rare stamp, Cat £1,600 £250
290 A 1961-71 Fine um in brown Safe album all different near complete Cat.£363 £60
291 E 1966-85 good to fine collection of mint & used inc. blks 4, Europas & M/Sheets Cat.£598 £75
292 S SG341var, 1923 10 lepta on 20l Bright Violet, surcharge doubled variety, a little faint

but clearly doubled. If we were being harsh a couple of minor perf faults and a very
minor gum crease, nevertheless a nice stamp. U/M £50

293 S SG423, 1927 - 35 25d Acropolis, Type I, fine unmounted mint, Cat £300+ £75
GRENADA

294 S SG153/63 King George VI 1st definitive set mounted mint, cat £80 £15
295 S SG158ba 3d black & olive-green with the ‘colon flaw’ variety, mounted mint. Has a few

lightly toned perf tips otherwise fresh. Cat £170 £20
HONG KONG

296 S 1891 $1 on 96c purple/red additionally surcharged with Chinese characters, mounted
mint, SG50 cat £450 £100

297 S George VI 30cyellow-olive, both SG151 (perf 14) and SG151a (perf 14½ x 14), mint, the
latter very lightly so. Cat £178, the perf 14 stamp is an awkward value to find. £34

298 E Postage Dues - Looks virtually complete from D1 with majority of ‘A’ numbers also.
Mainly U/M, the 1923-36 set ahs some mounted mint values. Great opportunity to get
these in one go, quality looks decent throughout. 47 different stamps offered on 4 album
pages, STC £570+ £75
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299 S Queen Victoria 1882-96 10c purple/red isused in 1891 ‘watermark inverted’ (SG38w)
nicely used pair with a Shanghai cds making this SGZ801 Treaty port cancel. Unlisted
as watermark inverted for Treaty Port, cat £240 as SG38w, must be a premium for the
Treaty port cancellation! £60

300 A QV to 1997, mainly used collection although a sprinkling of mint in a well filled 16 page
brown/tan coloured Compass stock book. Generally one of a kind all different. A page
of QV to GV, then good GVI complete in basic stamps including 23 value definitive set
(Cat £800) and 1948 RSW pair. Thereafter QEII, 98% complete in basic issues and with
annotated tabs where there are gaps (very few). A nice lot with total cat in the region of
£2,400+. Ideal for collector or breaking for resale. Most of the QEII period have circular
postmarks. £340

301 S SG13x, 1863 18c Crown CC, watermark reversed, good used with B62 duplex,
centered a tad to left as most of the known examples are. One reduced perf at base.
Rare stamp and a decent example of it, cat £1,700 £500

302 S SG161, George VI $10 Green & Purple, the key stamp in this set. This stamp is the
original issue in the colony and usually comes with brown gum, this example is way
better than normally seen with a consistent all over honeyed colour and is lightly
mounted mint. Never a cheap item and cats £700 £275

303 S SGZ176, $1 on 96c black with fine Canton CDS, Cat £160 £50
304 A 1932-67 95% complete collection in large stock book with many useful sets, we note

1936 Air to 5p u, 1946 75th Anniv of 1st stamps, 1945 TUC set m, 1945 National Relief
u, 1946 Agricultural Fair m, 1947 Welfare, 1949 2nd World Federation of Trade m, 1949
Stamp Day, 1951 80th Anniv of 1st stamps m, 1952 Air u, 1953 Costumes m and 1954
Fruit m etc, nice clean lot. STC.£1,200+. (100s) £80

305 A Early to 1980’s mint and used collection in a single blue binder. Well over 1,500 stamps
includes sets and a very good one country collection / starter lot for expansion. Lots of
stamps for your money here. £28
FRANCE

306 A 1960-76 superb u/m collection in red album near complete + P.Dues. Pre-cancels,
UNESCO, defins, Europa sets & phosphor varieties (not counted) Cat.£1,224 £80
HUNGARY

307 A 1960-69 near complete in 125 page red Trident album mainly used but a few mint inc.
M/Sheets & imperf sets High Cat. £200
ICELAND

308 A Remaindered used collection in boxed Lighthouse printed album. 1873 to 1990’s.
Picked over but some decent items remain. Includes a defective but fair looking 1873
2sk blue used (cat £2,200) and plenty of other sets / items which cat £30 - £50 or more.
The period from 1947 to 1979 largely complete and cats £379 according to vendor.
Many hundreds of stamps and virtually all different. Nice basis for an Icelandic collection. £200

309 S SG1, rare stamp, good looking used example with excellent colour. Has been thinned
and repaired, nevertheless an awkward stamp to locate, Cat £2,250 £140
INDIA

310 A Brown two post binder with mainly used ranges from earlies through to late 70’s.
Duplicated and a good chance of finds, Gandhi low values and some Indian States,
well worth checking out. £1

311 E Including States on 9 A4 sides, well filled with used issues in duplication; three of the
sides are Victorian issues with over 150+ stamps. States material is two sides and
majority is early periods, duplicated but chance of finds and postmarks. A most
interesting lot for sorting with we suspect value to be extracted. £200

312 A Red stock book of Indian republic issues plus an envelope of Indian Expeditionary force
plus a few issues for Mosul (Iraq). Over 1,000 stamps in total and viewing highly
recommended to appreciate what is being offered in this lot. £25
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313 S SG323/4 1949 10r and 15r high values both sound to good used, each with parts of 2
circular cancels. Cat £58 £1
INDIAN STATES

314 S Bamra - SG14a 1a on orange yellow paper, showing the variety ‘annas for anna’,
mounted mint, cat £350 £130
IRELAND

315 A Early to 1981, mint and used collection in green ‘Scott’ album, includes some better
album. Good starter lot £65

316 A 1922-84 from early Opts to 1/-, Seahorses to 10/-, 1922 Maps, then strong commems
mint & used to 1950s. St Patrick from 1950 then comprehensive to 1984 £380
ITALIAN COLONIES

317 S Eritrea Parcel Post - SGP59 1916-24 3L yellow lightly mounted mint pair, cat £850 £110
318 S Venezia, Giulia & Istria - Allied Military Government, SG38/46 unmounted mint, Cat

£120+ £36
ITALY

319 S 1914-22 Parcel Post set to 4L, with additional shades and values incl. 10c, 25c, 50c, 1L
x2 & 2L x2, good to fine mtd mint with good colours, Cat.£490+. (16 pairs) £50

320 S 1945-48 100L Carmine very lightly mounted mint, and very fresh appearance, Cat £550 £75
321 S 1955-81 Concessional Parcel Post with 50L, 75L and 110L Lilac-rose SGCP919, 922

and 925 fine mtd mint. We note the 110L is fresh unmounted mint, Cat £1,250. £130
322 E Fine mint selection on album pages ranging 1945-57 with many better sets including

1945 Airs to 50L, 1949 Recovery, 1950 Holy Year & Radio Conference, 1951 Gymnastic
Festival & Verdi. Then 1952-54 virtually complete plus 1955 definitives to 200L etc.
C.£1,940+ (c218) £125

323 S SG20a 20 cent bright blue unmounted mint. Has a horizontal crease not overly visible
on face and a couple of very light tone marks, but a facially fresh example that
catalogues £900 as mounted, which this is not. £40

324 S SG46, 1890-91 20c on 50c fresh mounted mint cat £600 £75
325 S SG47/52 1890 Parcel Post overprinted set of 6 values. 2c on 10c and 2c on 1,25L with

minor faults, others are sound mounted mint, cat £200 £24
326 S SG500/505 1937 Child Welfare Airmail set fine cds used, cat £510+ £80
327 S SG77var / 77A, 25c blue mounted mint x 2 pairs, both perforated and imperforate. The

perforated pair looks to a very good offset on reverse. The imperforate pair with slight
gum wrinkling due to contraction of the original gum over time plus a shallow thin at one
corner. Interesting pairs. Cat £192 (ignoring the offset which is not catalogued) £20

328 S SG83/4 1910 National Plebiscite of Southern States pair very good used, both with
circular cancels, cat £435 £60

329 S SGD74, 1L25 blue ‘Express Delivery stamp, with a stunning offset on reverse. The
stamp itself has slight damage to the normal face side where the stamp had been
previously hinged to show the offset. Very visual. The normal stamp catalogues £85+
as mint. £22
JAMAICA

330 E SGMS1059, MS1060 and MS1061, 2004 Jamaica Hotel Law set of three miniature
sheets unmounted mint, cat £24+ £5
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KUT
331 E Including East Africa and Uganda, stock card of 84 used stamps Edward VII to GVI

only. Most look to be clean and undamaged, most having circular postmarks. Includes
EDVII to 50c, GV to 3/- x 2 different issues. Good George VI with slight duplication
including 4 x 5/-, 2 x 10/- and 2 x £1 definitives unchecked for perforations. Also includes
1948 Royal Wedding pair fine used and 1949 UPU set. Nice one country lot with
potential for perf and postmark finds. Cat over £350 £50

332 E King George VI selection of single stamps and some plate number singles and blocks,
mounted mint, some unmounted mint with values to 40c on two A4 Hagner pages. A few
faults with some toning to a few of the blocks but value to be extracted here. Around 100
different stamps with perhaps a dozen being QEII period. £1

333 S SG135a 10c black & green with ‘Mountain retouch’ variety, looks to be fresh
unmounted mint, cat £95 £1

334 S SG139b 20c perf13¼ x 13¾ strip of 7 from the bottom right hand part of the sheet,
providing both centre and head plate numbers and full Thomas de la Rue printer’s
imprint in lower margin. Stamps appear u/m. cat £65+ £10

335 S SG141 30c perf 13¼ fine mint , we think u/m but hard to assess as the gum on this
stamp is the original issue that went to the area and has tropicalised a little as is usually
the case. Very fresh facially. Cat £55 £10

336 S SG144 50c perf 13 x 11¾ corner plate block of four. Looks to be very lightly mounted
in the selvedge only. Fresh appearance with a most interesting dotted line across the
bottom of the marginal selvedge. Cat £92++ £20

337 S SG144e 50c perf 13 x 12½ corner marginal plate block of four, very lightly mounted mint
(could pass as u/m to the unwary), fresh block with a couple of light tone marks
beginning to appear, cat £56++ £10

338 S SG144eb 50c purple and black ‘Dot removed variety’ in pair with normal. Very fine
fresh lightly mounted mint. Cat £500 £75

339 S SG145b 1/- perf 13 x 12½ in lower right corner margin al plate block. Mounted in margin,
stamps are u/m. Cat £92+ £15

340 S SG146b 2/-perf 13¾ x 13¼ fine mounted mint, cat £50 £1
341 S SG147ac 3/ dull ultramarine & black perf 13 x 12½ mounted mint, cat £50 £1
342 S SG148 5/- perf 13¼ lightly mounted mint with the usual tropicalised gum for this stamp,

cat £150 £15
343 S SG148b 5/- perf 13¼ x 13¾ mounted mint cat £55 £1

KUWAIT
344 S SG1/13 George V short set to 2r fine mounted mint, cat £196 £50
345 S SG91a, 5/- on 5/- red, good used with parts of two light postmarks. Stamp has the

‘EXTRA BAR AT TOP’ variety. Cancels on stamp are well clear of the variety. A scarce
item which catalogues £750 £225

346 S SG91a, 5r on 5/- with ‘Extra Bar at Top’ variety good sound used. A nice George VI
period listed variety. Cat £700 £175
LABUAN

347 S SG92, 5c Green and black (used) with superb offset of green frame on reverse, unusual
and unlisted by SG. Slight toning / stain but a visually impressive item. £40
LEEWARD ISLANDS

348 S 1902 Edward VII set SG20/8 mounted mint, nice colours cat £120 £44
349 S King Edward VII Crown CA watermark set of 9 stamps fine mint except for the 2d which

is very fine used, lightly cancelled with cds postmark. SG20/8 £50
350 S SG110bb 1/- Black & Grey / emerald mounted mint, Cat £130 £34
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LIECHTENSTEIN
351 E 1979 Patron Saints, unmounted mint sheetlet of four stamps.( SG731 x 4) £24
352 E 1938 Philatelic Exhibition 2 mint + 1 used SGMS 173 (corner bend on 1 sheet), 1946

Exhibition mint SG251a x 2 (Cat.£197), 1948 Pioneers of Flight u/m in sheetlets of 9
(some mounted on margin) SG 259-67 (Cat.£296) Cat.£493 £80

353 E 1930 Airs 20c Snow Mountain (SG 111). 4 nice varieties, fine mint pair with double perfs
at bottom + extra snow peaks mint and used Cat. (as normal stamps) £100 £30

354 E 1941 10fr Madonna SG 200 fine m/m sheetlet of 4 stamps Cat.£240 £50
355 E 1967-72 on 8 sides stock sheets - defins & commems, high values in blks of 4, many

corner items. U/m & fine used with strong thematic content Cat.£914 £130
LUXEMBOURG

356 E 1931-52 mint on stock cards. 1931 Child part sets, 1947 Echtennacht Abbey, 1951
Europa (couple trimmed perfs), 1952 Centilux pair (18) Cat.£534 £60

357 E Early 1950s better mint sets on stock cards inc. 1951 United Europe, 1952, Centilux,
1956 Coal & Steel, Europas, 1950-52 Caritas, 1952 Sports. Ideal for on-line trader
Cat.£1,290 £170
MALAYA

358 E British Military Administration (B.M.A.) - Four stock cards with mainly blocks and
multiples of the George VI issues, some with plate numbers and other marginal
markings. Values up to 50c (single) seen and with duplication particularly of the 5c, 8c
and 12c values. looks to be primarily unmounted min. Some values with the typical
tropicalised gum associated with these stamps, Vendor advises cat £700+ £25

359 A Chinese stock book with an amalgamation of issues from the Malayan peninsular. There
is some duplication but a few bright spots amongst. Includes Federated Malay States,
BMA, Malayan Postal Union and states, including Perak SG111, 8c red (cat £65) and
SG148 $5; Selangor SG83/5 used and SG86/7 used, STC £758 £35

360 S Kelantan - 19222 North Borneo Exhibition set, SG30/38 mounted mint, fresh colours,
Cat £425. £75

361 S Malaya Postal Union, 1948 ‘poste restante’ cover with SGD6, D7/9, D11 and D13 all fine
used with Penang cancels. On cover these are worth multiples of normal and includes
the awkward 9c yellow-Orange. The envelope has been cleanly cut open at left and is
a scarce item £20

362 S Penang - SG3/22 1949 - 52 definitive set 0f 20 good used, majority with circular cancels.
Cat £55 £16

363 E Penang - Stock sheet of unmounted mint Plate blocks / pairs and singles of the King
George VI issue with values up to 50c, over 20 blocks / items which cat £200+ £20

364 S Perak - SG30 One cent overprint on 2c rose, very fresh colour, unused without gum, cats
£75 as mint £10

365 E Selangor - A selection of 12 plate / imprint blocks and pairs unmounted mint of George
VI period values to 50c. Vendor advises cat £200+ £1

366 E Straits & BMA etc., Small blue stock book with circa 200 mostly different stamps.
Primarily used but mint scattered around. Vendor says 2 x $10 and 18 x $5 stamps
included, Clean lot with several better cancels seen. Includes 22 x Negri-Sembilan, 8 x
Perak and 8 Sungei Ujong as well as a Selangor ‘J’ overprint used for judicial purposes.
STC £1476. £100

367 S Thai occupation of Malaya - set of six stamps SGTM1/6 mounted mint on a sheet of
paper, cat £110 £1

368 E Various States - A4 stock page with used GVI (mainly) and QEII (a few) used high
values 25c and above. Includes 27 x $1 and 18 x $2. Some duplication and a range of
postmarks, some parcel, some circular. Vendor states cat £1,200+ £50
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MALDIVES
369 E 1948 (25 April) cover addressed to Ceylon with complete set 2c - 1r Minarets (9v) difficult

to classify but thought to be the wmk sideways set, cat £130. Stamps from this section
on cover pre 1946 have a (x 20) premium. (SG11-20B), unusual £50
MALTA

370 S 1895 - 90 Queen Victoria set of 6 mounted mint. Cat £120 as cheapest shade options,
attractive set. £32

371 E MALTA 1935-77 duplicated mint stock on sheets inc. 1935 Silver Jubilee, G VI
Coronation, G VI to 5/- QE2 to 2/6d, 1965 commems to £1, defins to £2, self-adhesives.
Cat.£583 £70

372 E SG20/29 complete mint and vendor says with all shades as listed in SG. They certainly
look correct but not guaranteed by us. Also 5/- value used but this has a repaired tear.
Cat £420 (excluding the 5/-) £70

373 S SG211a, 1935 Silver Jubilee 2½d mounted mint with ‘Extra Flagstaff’ variety, Cat £140 £40
374 E Unmounted mint collection 1980 - 1995 on circa 30+ pages removed and cut down

from a Davo Album. Looks pretty comprehensive for the period including a few miniature
sheets as well. Clean, lot ideal for collection or seller. £30
MAURITIUS

375 S Express Delivery stamps SGE1 mint and SGE6 good used, cat £28+ £1
376 S King George VI first definitive issue, 11 different values mounted mint (no 2r50). Cat

£100+ £15
377 S King George VI first definitive series, with duplicated values to 5 rupees mounted mint,

three stamps with control numbers attached. 20 stamps in total, worth checking for the
different paper types. Cat £125+ £1

378 S SG305/305a 1953 QEII 5 rupees both shades mounted mint. Cat £87 £24
379 S Small card with 13 Queen Victoria period issues in mint condition. Mostly different a few

with aged gum and a couple with tone marks, but overall a decent representative lot that
cat £250+ £25
MEXICO

380 E 1956 Mexican Postage & Air Stamp Centenary MSs both imperforate and perforated
SGMS936 and SGMS943, fine lightly mtd mint, Cat.£120 £28
MONACO

381 E 1920-60 Slightly duplicated mint stock on 5 sides stock sheets. Many high values with
wide range of views Cat. To £110 each (most £20-£30). Some gum toning but condition
is fair to good. Ideal eBay/approvals Cat.£2,992 £300
MONTSERRAT

382 S SG149/149a both types of the $4.80, both u/m marginal stamps, one has central tone
spot, Cat £36+ £1

383 S SG160/76 QEII set of 17 to $4.80 unmounted mint, 3 stamps (8c, $2.40 and $4.80) have
minor tone spots on reverse not obvious from front, the rest fine. Cat £23 £1
MOROCCO AGENCIES

384 S Between SG1/7 QV issues used to 1p on card, duplicated with 14 stamps, the 1p is a
fine Tangier cds example, mixed condition mostly sound to good, STC £180 £1

385 S Between SG9/17, Victorian used issues, to 1Peseta. 20 stamps in all mixed condition but
includes several fine stamps. And duplicates for postmark study, STC £200 £1

386 S Edward VII x 5 overprints on GB to 1p on 10d all mounted mint, three of the stamps
have some toning (not the stamp mentioned), STC £100 £1

387 S Queen Victoria issues within the SG1/6 range, duplicated mounted mint values to 50c.
12 stamps, most with some toning, mainly to perf tips. STC £143 £15
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388 S QV issues between SG9/16, 9 stamps in all mounted mint, 50c and 2p both fine, other
values have reverse stains / toning due to type of hinges used, STC £223 £25

389 S SG12b, QV 25c ultramarine with ‘Broad top to ‘M’ variety, mounted mint, the hinge
used is an old messy type. Cat £55 £1

390 S SG15c, 1p QV fresh mounted mint with the ‘Hyphen between ‘n’ and ‘c’ variety’. Very
obvious and stamp fresh. The old hinge used has stained the reverse but does not
impact from impressive visual appearance, Cat £180. £20

391 S SG17/23 King Edward VII mounted mint values to 2 pesetas. Fresh appearance, cat
£200 £25

392 S Spanish Currency, SG169 40c on 4d Grey-green cylinder block of 6 stamps, the
stamps are U/M the block is lightly hinged in the marginal selvedge, basic stamps is cat
£40 each so cat £240 as basic stamps and this configuration a considerable premium.
Nice item £90

393 E Stock sheet containing just over 100 mint stamps KGV to KEDVIII mostly different and
generally good condition. One or two with slight defects as to be expected in a lot of this
type but majority look okay to us. STC £500+ £50
NATAL

394 S 1902 £1.10 very nicely used with a ‘Newcastle, Natal’ double ring cancel. SG143 Lovely
stamp! cat £130 £42

395 E SG114etc. 1895 Half Pence on six pence surcharge. Bottom left quarter sheet of 60
stamps (6 x 10), mostly unmounted mint with a few adhesions on a couple of stamps
only and a few tone spots commensurate with age and not detracting from facial
appearance. This stamp has many listed varieties and vendor says this block has 12
different varieties within it. Nice item to study and write up as an exhibit. STC £222 £40

396 S SG142 £1 Edward VII lightly mounted mint. Two vertical gum bends not at all obvious.
Still a nice stamp, cats £350 £70

397 S SG4, 3d rose good to fine used on part envelope. Has a light horizontal crease not
overly detracting and is a scarce stamp in any event. Cat £400 £90

398 S SG91/93 the ½d on 1d yellow, 1d on 6d violet and 1d on 6d Rose. These are all unused
no gum as is often the case with stamps of Natal as the contemporary gum was very
porous and prone to ageing / oxidising so that many collectors historically removed the
gum. Cat £228+ £24
NEPAL

399 S SG349, 1977 Birds 5p value depicting a Hornbill with a stunning missing dark brown
colour variety. Leaves the bird’s plumage in a completely different colour to the isused
stamp and also affects the branch on which the bird is perched. We offer this stamp
together with normal, both are perfect unmounted mint. A very nice item and or course
a ‘bird’ thematic as well. £34
NETHERLANDS

400 E A4 folder with a 31 page collection of used material from 1900 to circa 2000, mainly
used with very slight duplication but with many different stamps and an ideal starter
collection, We estimate 750+ stamps. There are also half a dozen pages from other
areas at the back. £18

401 E 180-90s u/m 12 sets & singles mainly blocks of 4 & 6 commems & Charities Cat.£140 £30
402 E 1971-80 u/m commems & Charities x 4 & 6. Good thematic content (150) Cat.£144 £30
403 E 1990s superb u/m 11 sets & singles in blocks of 6. Charities & commems Cat.£167 £30
404 E Early to modern, mainly used accumulation in 32 sides stock book in envelope. Includes

better items from early imperfs to 1980s, Needs sorting but will form good basis for
starter collection £90

405 S SG165, 5 Guilders fine used with double ring cds cancel. Cat £650 £150
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NEW GUINEA
406 S SG119w, ½d watermark type 6a INVERTED, mounted mint, cat £130 £36

NEW HEBRIDES
407 A Large blue stock book with a remaindered dealers stock of mint stamps from both

English and French New Hebrides. Modest duplication in places. Circa 60% is probably
George VI period or earlier. Mixed condition fair to fine. Must be well over 300 stamps
ideal for reseller. £80
NEW ZEALAND

408 S A small selection of Chalons including 1857-63 2d Pale blue SG10 3½ margins
(thinned), 6d Pale brown SG14 2½ margins, then 1862-64 3d Brown-lilac SG40 3½
margins plus 4 black proofs of which includes 1 pair. Cat.£640 £30

409 A Collection from 1864 Chalons to circa 1970’s on printed pages of foreign origin (text in
French), large style pages (bigger than A4) in an under sized battered spring back
binder. Majority of the content is in good condition with nothing obviously damaged
seen. 5 used perforated Chalons, then 2 x 1873 ½d mint / unused; later QV to 1/- fine
used and note 2/- pictorial unused plus 8d blue mint (cat £75); GV mainly mint inc 35
SJ set and Pictorials with better; GVI mint with Defs to 3/-; decent QEII again mainly
mint including 1960 defs to £1, 1967 decimal ditto; Back of book includes some airs inc
1935 set and earlier 5d surcharge mint, various officials and a couple of dues and 7
sets of Health miniature sheets (includes 1957-9) mint at the back. Decent one country
lot with pickings to be had. Decent collection. £180

410 A 1942-80 in 2 red 96 sides stock books neatly displayed & identified mint & used (100s) £150
411 E 1947-69 Life Insurance u/m duplicated stock + 1940 Centennial set used Cat.£504 £80
412 S Postal Fiscals x15 used copies, 3 x 6/-, 7/-, 10/- and £1, also 1 x 3/6 on 3/6d. Finally 2 x

7/6- olive grey (cat £100+ each minimum). Unchecked for watermarks so could well be
upside here. Apart from 1 x 10/-, these are arguably postal cancels and look the part.
Also includes 3 x £1 value SG802 good / fine used with circular cancels. 18 stamps in
all, vendor says total cat about £300. £36

413 S Queen Victoria Chalons - set of 6 imperforate proofs in pairs. Printed in black on card.
Most unusual as a set of six different values as only the 2d is commonly seen. £40

414 S SC589da, 2/- Perf 12½ the classic ‘COQK for COOK’ error. Marginal copy, mtd in
margin only stamp is unmounted mint. Cats £80 for mounted, which this is not. £36

415 A SG Printed album with a quite well remaindered collection most of the stamps being in
the QEII period up to 1990. Quite a good amount of stamps, sparse in the period to
KG6. Cheap reserve £1

416 S SG105 2d Pale Blue (Plate 1 worn) PERF 13 (Line) at Dunedin, a good used pair with
clear 1864 cds on one stamp as part of ‘Otago duplex cancel’. Cat £380+ £70

417 S SG314x, 9d purple perf 11, Watermark reversed good used with double ring cancel,
A rare stamp with clear watermark Cat £275 £90

418 S SG5 2d Blue imperforate, no watermark on blued paper. Nice 4 margin example with
light crisp duplex cancellation, a premium stamp rare in this quality. Cat £300 £90

419 S SG548a 3d Chocolate, the very scarce perf 14 x 15, isused in 1935, fine used with a
Napier CDS, cat £425. £140

420 S SG586aw, 8d brown watermark sideways inverted, fine unmounted mint corner
marginal block of four. Cat £240+ £75

421 S SG85 6d Black-brown on Pelure paper NO WATERMARK, imperforate. A fine four margin
stamp with a crisp ‘7’ numeral obliterator. Cat £250 £75

422 S SGF162, £2 Bright Purple postal fiscal, single watermark on thick paper, fine used, Cat
£85 £30

423 S SGF164, £3 Green postal fiscal single watermark with Christchurch postal cancel, Cat
£350 £120
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424 S SGF186, 35/- 0n 35s Orange-yellow postal fiscal, used with part of unreadable cancel,
an elusive stamp in any condition, great gap filler for one of the awkward George VI
period stamps, cat £400 £70
NEWFOUNDLAND

425 S 1911 Recess printed set SG111/16 mounted mint, cat £300 £50
426 S SG11, 3d Green imperforate with 3 good to large margins, fine lightly mounted mint, cat

£110 £25
427 S SG117/27 set mounted mint, good condition cat £250 £60
428 S SG17, 2d rose lake imperforate, four good margins, mounted mint, cat £300 £65
429 S SG19, 5d Chocolate brown four good margins, attractive, lightly mounted mint, Cat

£100 £25
430 S SG21 6½d fresh mounted mint plus three copies of SG23 1/- including one single with

very large margins plus a marginal pair, these all lightly mounted mint. A most attractive
grouping, cat £250 £70

431 S SG257/67 1937 ‘Long’ Coronation set of 11 lightly mounted mint, cat £60 £18
432 S SG257/67 King George VI ‘Long’ Coronation set, 11 values complete mounted mint,

cat £75 £15
433 S SG83/90, 1897 set of 8somewhat heavily mounted mint, but fresh colours and facially

fine. Cat £150 £26
NIGERIA

434 S SG58 and SG59 2/6d and 5/- both perf 13 x ½ both mounted mint and being original
issue have the overall aged gum commensurate with being in the colony, cat £170 £10

435 S SG72cdb 2d slate-violet with the ‘Extra Figure’ variety, mounted mint, a couple of toned
perf tips at top otherwise fine. Cat £85 £25

436 S Southern Nigeria, SG919/- Queen Victoria fine used with circular postmark, scarce
stamp Cat £300. £130
NIUE

437 S SG80 5/- (watermark 43) single star a nice lightly used example, cat £400 £80
NORTH BORNEO

438 S SG45/8, 1888 - 1992 25c to $2 high values fresh mounted mint. Good colours, the 25c
has a nick at right hand side and missing a perf, possibly from the original printing but
mentioned for accuracy. These cat £560 and very fresh for their age. £125

439 S SG49/50, 1899 $5 and $10 mounted mint, the $5 very lightly so, difficult pair, cat £750 £150
440 S SG83, $1 red double / treble print, assumed to be printers waste, but spectacular!

Unused without gum £20
441 S SG9a, 1c Orange fine used imperforate pair, these are postally used, the CTO barred

obliterator was not introduced until much later, this was the contemporary cancellation.
Scarce, cat £275 £80
NORTHERN RHODESIA

442 S SG25/45 1938 King George VI set complete good to fine used. The 10/- with a crease
otherwise fine, Cat £170 £34
NORWAY

443 A Used collection 1855 to circa 2000 which occupies about half of a 64 page SG branded
stock book. A little duplicated here and there but plenty off ace different items. Pretty
decent offerings of the various early issues and then a sprinkling of comemmorative
sets. The later period looks to be quite extensive and will fill many gaps. A solid one
country collection worthy of continuation and expansion, We estimate 1,250 to 1,500
stamps. Very attractive reserve £140
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OMNIBUS
444 E 1935 Silver Jubilee of King George V, 57 out of the 63 issuing territories sets complete

mounted mint, with fresh colours on a couple of Hagner Sheets. Missing Australia,
Canada, Egypt, Nauru, New Guinea and Papua. Nice lot, cat £1,200++ and cheap
reserve for this. Vendor says completely unchecked for any of the constant varieties, so
potential upside from checking! £240

445 E 1949 UPU issue for the 11 Malayan States plus Singapore x 4/5 sets of each in strips
etc. Includes 10 sets of Singapore and 40 sets from Penang, others as stated. Cat
£468++ £50

446 E 1953 Coronation issue unmounted mint blocks of 20 for 11 of the states and a total of
30 sets for Perlis. Includes plate blocks for all 12 states (inc Singapore). £50
PAKISTAN

447 E Bahawalpur- 1947 + 1945 Officials useful small duplicated selection, including SG18,
33-34, 01 & 02, 013 & 019, good to fine cds used comprising x10 of each value.
Cat.£800 and cheaply reserved for popular George VI period material, ideal stock lot or
resale. £80

448 S SGO26a, 10 rupee official, perf 12, very lightly mounted mint, very pale toning to one
part of reverse only. Cat £38 £1
PNG

449 E A4 Hagner sheet with 1968 Sea Shells set in unmounted mint blocks of four stamps.
Several are marginal SG137/151 set of 15 (x4). Attractive thematic item. £12

450 S New Guinea, 1939 Airmail set SG212/225 complete mint with most being lightly
mounted, a difficult George VI set, cat £1,100 £300

451 A PNG 1952-90 ex-fair dealer’s stock. Mint & used all identified fair to fine on 20 sides
S/sheets. Commems & Defins high Cat. & retail (100s) £220
POLAND

452 E 1938 Philatelic Exhibition miniature sheet (Perforated type) unmounted mint. SGMS335a £40
453 E 1980s superb u/m selection of 170 sets & M/Sheets (to 8 of each) inc. Balloons, Flowers,

Sports Cat.£393 £50
PORTUGAL

454 A Classics to modern mainly used extensive collection in black 2 ring binder; Range of
general imperfs, later strong ranges including 1936-41 Air set of 10 used (cat £175),
numerous better commemorative sets. Then mint ranges incl. Ceres types to 3E20 .
Few 1,000’s worth careful viewing and study. We think a very cheap lot and chance of
some finds. £110

455 S SG1065/6, 1952 N.A.T.O. commemorative pair, lightly mounted mint, Cat £516 £100
456 S SG6, 1853 50 r yellow green with a ‘48’ grill cancel. Three very good margins, just

touching at right. Clean and attractive, cat £1,500, vendor has priced to sell £90
POSTCARDS

457 B Strong brown box with lid containing circa 600 postcards, all periods, GB and from
across the globe, wide variety of subjects and views etc. unsorted with we would say
many cards from the 1930’s to 1960’s. Good lot to sort through and with postmark and
usage interest also. £35
RHODESIA

458 S 1892 £2 Rose-red superb used with ‘Mashonaland, Salisbury’ 1894 cancel., SG11 cat
£170, most attractive. £60

459 S SG53, 3d on 5/- lightly mounted mint, awkward stamp, cat £190 £70
RUSSIA

460 E 1956-57 160th Death Anniversary of Robert Burns 40k Yellow brown P.12x12½, SG2001
in u/m sheet of 72, Cat.£972 £60
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461 E 1966 Antarctic Expeditions, complete sheet unmounted mint, contains 8 sets SG3251/3
plus extra triangular label. Lot contains two complete sheets, cat £204 £26

462 A RUSSIAN GROUP early to mid 1980s in 22 sides stock book mint & used many100s
will form basis for good collection £275
SAAR

463 E on 2 cards. 1949 Youth Hostel SG259-60 fine used (Cat.£280) + National Relief SG281-
5 very fine m/m (Cat.£110) Total Cat.£390 (7) £65
SAN MARINO

464 E 1945 50th Anniversary of Government Palace perforated & imperforated miniature
sheets, fine u/m but with usual gum wrinkling SGMS308c, Cat.£550. £60
SINGAPORE

465 E Album page of George VI issues perf 17½ x 18 mint and used. Mint values to $1 and a
used set complete except for the $2 value. The used all with circular cancels, Cat £245+ £34
SOLOMON ISLANDS

466 A 1907 to circa 2015, mint and used collection in blue 24 page ‘Lighthouse’ stock book.
Includes 1907 set mint (½d and 6d thinned) (cat £275); 1908 set to 1/- both mint and
used; George V Head type with values to 5/- mint, including SG28 fine used (cat £140);
GVI complete both mint and used; First QEII defins fine used set; Later issues either mint
or used, not complete but with good ranges to modern periods, beyond the millennium,
most of the issues are fine used and hard to source thus with several miniature sheets.
Total Cat £2175 advised by vendor. Good one country lot £240

467 S 1959 Stamp Booklets SB1 (4/0) and SB2 (11/-) very fine mint and complete with waxed
interleaving. Good condition and rarely seen. Only 4 booklets were isused in total prior
to 1971 £30

468 S SG60/72 George VI set complete 13 values mounted mint, several values with toned
gum but the key 2/6d and 5/- values with white gum. Cat £90+ £1

469 S SG93/5, first QEII set 2/6d, 5/- and 10/- all lightly mounted mint, cat £49+ £1
SOUTH AFRICA

470 E 1933 - 48 series between SG54 and SG64ca, SG has a set of 10 but there are shades
etc. listed. We have 15 bi-lingual pairs here including a complete basic set and also
with additional 5/- and 10/- pairs. All stamps are fine and fresh mounted mint, this is a
good lot. Cat £420++ £75

471 S Griqualand West - SG9da, 1/- green of COGH with Type 4 overprint inverted, good
used. A rarely seen stamp, which catalogues £1,500. £200

472 S SG67var, 3d 1935 Jubilee issue fine used, showing the variety ‘Missing rays Flaw’.
Unlisted by SG but known and detailed in the South African catalogues, a nice visible
flaw with a very weak print above the King’s head resulting in an almost complete
absence of the usual rays. Cheap item £16

473 S SGO47/47a Both shades mounted mint, Cat £175 £50
474 E TRANSKEI duplicated u/m stock in strips of 5 & blocks of 4 + CTO + 19 Exhibition

M/Sheets uncat. Cat.£180 £35
475 S Transvaal (WOLLMARANSSTAD), 1900 3d purple & green, SG5 stamp of Transvaal

overprinted type L3 in blue mounted mint with part original gum. Fresh appearance,
nice stamp with 2008 Brandon certificate of expertisation. Cat £3,500, scarce stamp. £500
SPAIN

476 A 1962-88 duplicated mint & used stock in 48 sided black stock book. Ideal for approvals
or fairs. Many 1000s of stamps. NEEDS VIEWING £140

477 A Early to mid 1990’s used collection in black 2 ring binder on A4 pages. Duplication in
early issues will be good for postmarks / varieties. Well over 1,000 stamps on circa 100
pages / stock sheets. £48
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ST. HELENA
478 S SG1, 6d blue imperforate with four good margins and with a small but vivid indistinct

cancel in red. Good copy of this stamp, cat £180 £40
ST. KITTS-NEVIS

479 E A4 Stock sheet with King George VI first set issues to 5/- (x3) in varying small quantities,
ideal for checking for the various perfs / shades on various values in this issue. 68
stamps in total, Vendor says cat £700+ £75

480 S SG102/5 King George VI high values, all fine used with light circular cancels. Cat £38 £1
481 S SG129/144 1963 QEII set complete u/m 16 values, a few stamps have minor tone marks

($2.50 and $5 not affected), cat £25 £1
ST. LUCIA

482 S 1881 ½d Green SG23 fine used with very light cancel, lovely rich colour, Cat £120 £28
483 S SG12y, (4d) yellow Perf 12½ mounted mint with watermark inverted and reversed,

Catalogued but unpriced in the SG part one. £100
484 S SG58s/62s 1902-03 Edward VII set overprinted ‘specimen’ Fresh mounted mint, a few

very minor tones otherwise fine. Cat £120 £20
485 S SG65s/77s, set of 9 overprinted ‘Specimen’. Mounted mint, most have some toning to

their edges but facially a very nice set. Reserved very fairly to condition, Cat £325 £40
486 S SGD3/6 (no 4d) and D7/D10 mounted mint, some with tones, cat £75 £1

ST. VINCENT
487 E SG124 mint block of 60 stamps on album page, 1d War stamp with minor overprint

varieties. Most unmounted mint, cat £180++ £20
488 S SG53, 1888 5/- Lake mounted mint, Cat £30 £1

SUDAN
489 S 1979 Sudanese postage due re-issue 10m & 20m with Sudan Arms WMK, both u/m

and in corner marginal plate blocks of 6. Rarely seen and highly rated in Yvert at
1200 Euros. Unlisted in SG. £120

490 A Blue ‘Lighthouse’ stock book with nice ranges with duplication from the first overprints
on Egypt, mint and used, plenty of Camel types and with Airmails etc. Excellent lot for
fair dealer and with some mint blocks. Ideal for checking shades and postmarks as well.
Fine lot £1

491 S SGO33a, 1936 2m Official chalky paper, fine used block of four, Cat £280 £50
SWA

492 S SG260/3 1974 Rare Birds set unmounted mint blocks of 12 sets, cat £204. Nice
thematic. £28

493 E SG260/3 the 1974 Rare Birds set is always popular with Bird thematic collectors, this is
a holding of 20 unmounted mint sets in blocks of 12 and 8 respectively. This is an
attractive set that catalogues £17 a time so the total catalogue value here is £340 £40

494 S SG27, 1933 £1 Green and red overprint setting III a very fine mint single, very strong
colour 14mm between lines of overprint. £24

495 S SGO18/20, Official set of four stamps lightly mounted mint cat £80 £26
SWAZILAND

496 E 1889 - 1960’s mint collection on album sheets. 1889 values to 1/- mint; 35 Jubilee set
mint; 1938 set to 10/- mint; All GVI Omnibus issues mint; 1961 set of 12 mint; 1962-66
set mint; various 1960’s sets and a few postage dues. Clean lot of 124 stamps £75

497 S SG2, 1889-90 2d olive-bistre, fine unmounted mint, cat £85 (as mounted) £50
498 S SG28/38, George VI definitive set of 11 values fresh lightly mounted mint. All are the

difficult perf 13½ x 1. The 10/- value has a tone on reverse otherwise fine. Cat £270 £30
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499 S SG28-36, King George VI issues to 2/6d with several extra shades, 13 stamps in total,
apparently cat £230+ £1

500 S SG7/8 1889-90 2/6d buff and 5/- slate-blue both good used, cat £800 and difficult to find £180
SWEDEN

501 A 1855 to circa 1979 used collection in a ‘Stenders’ printed album. Quite well filled with
gaps towards the back of the album more so than the front. Many duplicates collected
for postmark and se-tenant variations. We counted over 2,000+ stamps then gave up!
many nice postmarks on the early types and the 1925 UPU sets both with values to 1k.
Very good collection for continuation £130

502 E Collection 1855 to circa 1940’s on 24 album pages. We count 325 mostly different
stamps mint and used with some higher cat noted. Ideal starter lot for the earlier periods.
Some finds likely with the specialised catalogue. £80

503 A Early to mainly modern collection in large 64 page blue ‘magnum 32’ stock book. Of
note 1924 Congress 12 values to 80o plus 2k mounted mint; 1924 UPU set of 12 to 80o
mounted mint, Useful modern including booklet issues, many hundreds, good one
country lot £95

504 S SG146 /60 1924 (July) UPU values 50 to 5 Krone fine used, the majority including all high
values with cds cancels. Excellent quality and cat £1,000+ £275

505 A 1891-2000 in green 64 sided S/Book. Mint & used neatly priced up by ex-fair dealer.
Huge Cat. Many 1000s - needs viewing. Ideal for E-Bay or fair dealer £420
SWITZERLAND

506 A 1850 - 1985 used collection, many being fine used in Schaubek spring back album. Of
note Cantonal administration issues assumed reprints; 1854-62 Imperfs x 21; Other
perforated ‘seated Helvetia’ types various perfs as required by pages plus many extras
which are doubtless worth checking carefully. Must be circa 1,000+ stamps and a
very good basis for collecting or breaking. Significant catalogue value. Time with a
Zumstein catalogue or similar would undoubtedly repay. Reserve is very cheap on this. £100

507 E 1925 (23 Sept) Registered Airmail cover from BASEL to PARIS bearing 15c & 25c
(Monoplane) 35c & 40c (Pilot) 45c & 50c (Bi-plane) & 65c, 75c & 1f (Wings) tied by
BASEL FLUGPOST cds. Cat circa £500. Lovely item. SG316 etc £90

508 A Blue two ring binder with a mint and used collection early to mid 1980’s on circa 80+
A4 pages and stock sheets. Mint and used with many decent stamps. Of note interesting
earlies and includes 50+ imperforate Rayon types with various threads; extensive
standing and seated Helvetia’s the latter with 15 mint examples as well; Good airs, and
charities, well over 1,000 stamps we think and many later sets s well. Nice lot definitely
worth viewing with some interesting Army ‘Cinderella’ material at the back also. £160

509 S SG56/8 1917 Pro Juventute set of three very good used, each with circular cancel. Cat
£120+ £24

510 E Small 1882-99 fine mint selection on 3 strip card including WMK (8a-single circle &
cross) 2c to 15c then 50c & 1f P.11½x11 (SG151bc & 152b) and 25c & 3f P.11½x12
SG156 & 162, good to fine fresh mtd mint. Cat.£600+. £44

511 E 1862-1988 fine mint & used selection on 20 pages inc. Perf Sitting Helvetia to 1fr on 3c
black used, 5d Arms, Standing Helvetia to 3fr, 1914 Alpines to 10fr, 1932 Disarmament,
1936 Views to 40c, Tete-beche, 1938 SDN Aauau M/Sheet, Parliament to 1/- mint x 2
sets, 1941 to 2fr + BOB £160

512 A 1913-64 in red Portland album. Pro Juventute mint & used many blocks (Cat.£2,126) Pro
Patria 1938-65 (Cat. £1,009) Total Cat.£3,135 £380

513 E 1946-61 superb selection of mint sets & singles, inc. blks 4, mainly National Fete & Pro
Patria. Much unmounted + a few used. Cat.£860 £105

514 A 1960-74 in brown album. Fine m/m & un-addressed FDCs, Pro Patria, commems,
Europas, defins, Publicity. Cat. as stamps £262 £40
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515 A 1966-76 in brown album. Pro Patria, Pro Juventute, Publicity on FDCs UN mint P.Dues
& BOB. Cat. To £275 per set + Refugees Organisation. Cat. as stamps £1,173 £130

516 A 1975-6 in green binder. 145 covers, cards & FDCs inc. Pro Patria, Publicity, defins,
Europas, blocks of 4, gutter pairs, tete beche. Hand written addresses with good
postmarks & registered labels. High Cat. as stamps £90

517 A 1976-86 in red album 116 unaddressed FDCs PHQ cards Europas Pro Patria to 4fr50
+ UN Agencies stamps alone Cat.£292 £50

518 A 1977-83 in red album. Superb collection many sets u/m + a few used + FDCs, Europas,
Pro Patria, Publicity & Defins. Cat.£590 £70

519 A 1991-93 selection of 110 un-addressed covers with values to 5fr inc. Pro Patria, Pro
Juventute, blocks of 4 + defins. Huge Cat. & face of 233 SFr/£176 £70

520 A 1997-98 in blue binder. 176cvFDCs & cards some large with M/Sheets joint issues self
adhesives Charities stamps Cat.£656 £90

521 A 2001-02 in red binder. 140 FDCs & PHQ cards inc many blocks 4. Typed addressed
Framas, Air, Pro Juventute. Face 307 SFr/£235 Cat. as used stamps £648 £95

522 A U/m collection in red binder 1951-62 Pro Patria & Pro Juventute, 1977-78, 1980-81 in
blocks of 4 + 1976 IYU blocks of 4 Cat.£270 £40
TANGANYIKA

523 S SG87a 10/- watermark upright and SG88, £1 watermark sideways both with very light
cancels. Possibly fiscals? Both attractive and cat £975 postally used. £100
TANZANIA

524 E 1994 Prehistoric Animals set to 300/-, SG1799-1805 in u/m sheets of 50, Cat.£300 £16
THAILAND

525 A One volume early to 1990’s used collection in black two ring binder, we reckon circa
1,000 stamps many sets in the later periods plus decent representation of the early
issues for further study. A very clean lot as compiled by a sole collector over the years.
A couple of covers and mini sheets on stock pages at the back. Good value to be had. £100
THEMATIC

526 A 2006 - HM QEII 80th Birthday collection in two blue Lindner 22 ring albums. Extensive
unmounted mint collection from Commonwealth issuing territories and areas. Over 65
sheets each with either a large miniature sheet / sheetlet or with a set of 4 stamps plus
miniature sheet. Very high face value and original cost - excellent lot which may well be
complete for coverage, we simply do not know. High new issue cost, face value and
decent catalogue value. Although royalty related, not an issue with lots of material about
and worthy of consideration. £60

527 A Blue ‘Compass’ black page stock book, 32 sides filled with Bird thematics from various
British Commonwealth countries the vast majority are mint with some being unmounted
mint, a couple of fine used mini sheets seen. Mostly sets from a good spread of
countries. Nice lot includes some definitive sets also. £125

528 A ROYALTY 1978 25th Anni of Coronation + 1993 40th Anni of Coronation + 1997 Golden
Wedding in special album. All u/m. Fine lot of 39 sets + M/Sheets & 20 FDCs £40

529 A ROYALTY 1986 Andrew & Sarah Wedding in special binder. 17 booklets + 52 large
used PHQ cards + Sparse QE2 60 Anniversary £30

530 A ROYALTY 1992-93 40th Anni Coronation in special album. Superb u/m range of 54 sets
+ M/Sheets + 60 FDCs £80

531 A ROYALTY 1993 QE2 40th anniv Coronation in special album. 21 sets & M/S+24 special
FDCs £30

532 A ROYALTY 1997 Golden Anni of QE2 in special album. Isle of Man limited edition
Presentation pack, 19 special FDCs (1 signed by James Whittaker + 11 sets & M/Sheets £30

533 A ROYALTY Andrew & Sarah Wedding. Specialised collection of 24 large PHQ cards used
+ 68 un-addressed FDCs £35
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TONGA
534 S SG24/24ba in a quite lightly mounted joined pair. Normal plus ‘No stop after

surcharge’ variety. Good item. £36
535 S SGO14, 5/- official, fine unmounted mint, cat £150 £50

TRANSVAAL
536 E Local British Occupation issues. Hagner sheet with only 3 stamps. Lydenburg SG1

and 2 both used, the latter on piece, plus Rustenburg SG7 1/- ochre & green mounted
mint. The latter a valuable stamp, which cats £2,250, has two shallow small thins not
visible from the front and one shortish perf. Total cat of this lot exceeds £2,600, rare
material with no certification although the 1/- has a pencilled signature on reverse which
may be an expertisation mark, sold ‘as is’. Viewing recommended. £300
TRINIDAD

537 S SG49, 6d green very good used with light cancellation. Nice colour, cat £110 £36
538 S Trinidad & Tobago, SG284/97 original 1960 set u/m, excludes SG291A isused in 1964.

Cat £40+ £10
539 E Trinidad & Tobago, 1946 Victory pair in complete unmounted mint sheets of 60 stamps,

SG257/8. The 6c value is sheet number 164 and the 3c value is sheet number 418.
These sheets are folded vertically through the middle of the sheet otherwise fine. £14
TURKS & CAICOS 

540 S SG253 £1 Pelican from QEII set mounted mint, a couple of lightly toned perf tips as
well, cat £48 £8
UGANDA

541 S SG91, 5 Rupees brown of Queen Victoria, lightly mounted mint. £50
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

542 E 1973-86 a fairly comprehensive selection of sets good to fine used in 3 Hagner sheets,
we note 1973 set to 10d, 1976 Literacy Day, 1976 Traffic, 1980 10th National Day set +
MS, 1980 Petroleum set & MS, 1982 Football Championships, 1985 Chess etc. Many
more sets present here. Condition generally good to fine, Cat.£390.(c115 + 2MSs) £30
VATICAN

543 S 1948 AIR pair, SG137/8, fine U/M Cat £1.015 £300
544 A 1937-72 Superb Collection in green boxed Schaubeck album. Mainly fine to very fine

mint inc. u/m + a few used. Sets, blocks of 4 (Cat. To £950 each) + 1948 Airs near
complete Cat.£6,740 £900
VIRGIN ISLANDS

545 S SG22, 1d green watermark ‘Crown CC’ very fine used with light cancel, cat £100 £36
546 S SG42, 4d on 1/- very good used with numeral obliterator postmark. Nice stamp, cat

£160 £70
547 S SG79B, 3d War stamp marginal plate block of four very fine used with backing paper

on reverse as it has not been soaked off yet. Impressive, cat £120+ as basic stamps, £60
548 S SGO14a, $3 Official with overprint inverted, unmounted mint, cat £100 £40

ZULULAND
549 S SG1/11, 1888-1893 issues of Great Britain overprinted. Complete set mounted mint. 1/-

value has a blunt upper right corner and the 5/- value has a stain at base from a prior
hinge on reverse. Nevertheless a difficult set to locate complete and rarely available.
Lower values very fresh colours several are lightly mounted. cat £1,100 £450

550 S SG20/25, 1894 - 96, ½d to 1/- all good to fine used with circular postmarks. £36
GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

551 S 1840 2d Blue (IH) with four good to just clear margins. Tidy black Maltese Cross cancel.
Has a reverse thin not obvious from the front. Attractive stamp, cat £900 minimum £1
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552 S 1d red, Large crown watermark, perf 16, good used with ‘242’ duplex cancel. Stamp has
the variety ‘Inverted check letter S in lower right corner square’, easily visible under
the postmark. Nice line engraved variety £40

553 S SG17ta 1854-7 1d red-brown small crown perforation16, cancelled by a ‘very late usage
Maltese Cross’ listed in the specialised catalogue, cat £800, a difficult and rare postmark. £140

554 S SG2 Penny Black (ID) space filler. Four good margins, but with tiny pinhole and thinned.
Decent facial appearance, cat £375 minimum £1

555 S SG2, Penny Black (SJ) with 3½ margins just touching at upper right. Red MX but grubby
overall appearance. Cat £375 minimum £1

556 S SG2, Penny Black (TE), Plate 4, an attractive four margin stamp with a well defined red
MX cancellation. Attractive stamp. £100

557 S SG48/9 Plate 5 (QM) mint with part original gum, cat £110 £1
558 S SG49, plate 9, ½d Bantam used, the most awkward of these plates to acquire, sound

stamps with clear numeral on both sides. Cat £850 £100
559 S SG5, 1840 2d Blue imperforate (LB), 3½ margins, just touched at upper right. Nice black

MX cancel. Cat £900 a very collectable example. £90
560 S SG5, 2d Blue (GG), Plate 1, Fine used, with tidy black MalteseCross and large margins.

Sadly upoper right corner sliced, but still attractive! £1
561 S SG6, 2d Pale Blue (KA), A gap filler copy withlight red Maltese Cross cancellation. 2½

margins if we were being generous. £1
562 S SG7, 1d Red imperforate (KH), printed from Black Plate 9. Looks to be just four margins

and has aninteresting combination of Black Maltese Cross and a’PAID’ marking in red
also. Cat £190 (as Black plate 9). £30

563 S SG8m 1841 1d red imperforate with four good to large clear margins, cancelled by an
almost complete strike of the ‘Number 2 in Maltese Cross’ postmark applied
sideways. Very nice example of this postmark, cat £180 £45

564 S SG8m and SG14c, 1d red and 2d blue imperforate, both stamps with good ‘Ivory heads’
on reverse. Very cheap for these. £16

565 S SG8m Number 4 in Maltese Cross cancel. The most awkward of these numbers to find
by a considerable margin! Four just clear to good margins and a clear numeral. Cat
£600 £120
GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

566 S 1867-80 2/- value (SG118 / 119 series) two copies, one is a little tired looking, possibly
stained, sensible reserve, cat £400+ £1

567 E A4 stock sheet of Queen Victoria issues used on piece with full postmarks visible. We
note several ½d Greens SG164/5 and 1d Venetian Red (SG166) plus others to 2d Rose.
There are 24 pieces, several with multiple stamps, and with many nice CDS cancels
visible. Vendor says Cat £800+ £40

568 S SG101wi, 1/- emblems watermark, plate 4, sound used copy with a light parcel
cancellation. Watermark Inverted, scarce thus, cat £650 £75

569 S SG111, 9d Straw (DB) spray of rose wmk, a very tidy example with neat numerals duplex
cancel. Cat £300 £1

570 S SG112 and SG113, 1867-80 10d red-brown and pale red-brown shades. Both used
copies and both cut down trimmed wing marginal examples. Cat £800 £1

571 S SG142, Plate 17 (HA) 2½d blue unused without gum, cats £575 as mint £1
572 S SG156, 8d Orange (EE), sound used copy with a numeral duplex cancellation. Cat £350 £1
573 S SG156, 8d Orange (JE), sound used example with an Irish duplex cancellation. Cat

£350. £1
574 S SG183, 10/- Ultramarine, very good used with parts of 2 registered oval cancels. A most

attractive stamp, Cat £525 £100
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575 S SG185, £1 brown-lilac (FB) watermark imperial crowns, a damaged space filler example.
Heavy smudged cancels, has a chunk removed at lower ‘F’ square, a few perf faults.
Nevertheless a copy to fill a gap for a stamp which catalogues £3,000 £1

576 S SG56, 1/- deep green embossed, very good rich colour with indistinct postmark.
Arguably 3 just clear margins, cut square and will fill the gap. Good embossing in
evidence. This shade cats £1,200. £60

577 S SG58, 6d mauve cut square with four margins one being very close but looks clear. Tiny
scissor cut in upper left corner and some reverse thinning. Light numeral cancel. Decent
specimen as a space filler, cat £1,000 £1

578 S SG60, 6d purple embossed issue, cut square, but also cut into and with just one clear
margin. Typical obliterator cancel, Space filler example of an expensive stamp, cat
£1,000 £1

579 S SG66awi, 4d rose, nicely used with a number 13 district office obliterator, watermark
inverted and not often seen thus, cat £400. £50

580 S SG72wi, 1/- emblems, watermark inverted and scarce thus. Used stamp with indistinct
numeral cancel. Some perf faults including one blunt corner but reserved to reflect this,
cat £700 £36

581 S SG73, 1/- pale Green, a sound used copy with a slightly doubled numeral cancel. Not
bad at all, cat £350 £1

582 S SG82a, 4d pale red plate 4 (Hairlines plus Roman numeral II). Large Garter watermark
inverted, a good used wing margin stamp with a numeral obliterator cancel. Difficult to
find with this watermark variety, cat £375 £50

583 S SG86, 9d Bistre (DG), sound used copy with tidy numeral obliterator £1
584 E Sheet of 27 stamps on piece with full postmarks includes 4d sage-green pair with

Nottingham duplex, 4d rose-carmine(SG66) and 1½d line engraved x 2 plus several 4d
vermillion and others. Some CDS postmarks and overall cat £3,000+ £100

585 E Small packet of 65 Queen Victoria issues all used on paper, mainly ½d Green, ½d blue
and 1d Venetian reds. Good variety of postmarks and cancels for write up or display. Cat
£600+ as stamps according to vendor £25
GB POSTAL HISTORY

586 E 1793 complete letter used in Scotland, sent from Ayr (Air) to Edinburgh with a Scottish
Bishop mark. Showing signs of age, but it is over 215 years old! £20

587 E Unusual miscellany of 10 postal stationery items all from the Queen Victoria or Edward
VII reigns. 9 of these are unused envelopes / wrappers, there is an EDVII ½denvelope
used to Dorking with a most unusual Triangular cancel to the embossed adhesive with
the letters ‘BFH’. A pencilled annotation of ‘Battersea’ has been added at a later date?
Nice little lot of it’s type and cheap for 10 items £25
GB KE7

588 S 1d Admiralty Official - card with 5 examples each of SG O102 and SG O108 both types
of the overprint. All stamps are selected copies with circular postmarks. Total catalogue
is £200. Ideal for trader. (10 stamps). £24

589 E Edward VII 4d green & brown, detailed study of varieties (64 singles and one pair)
offered on 9 album pages. All varieties illustrated and detailed and all are used copies.
Condition mixed with a couple of perfins although most are good to fine. Fascinating lot
for study / further expansion, basic stamps SG235/6 which cat £35 each, so basic cat
without varieties is well in excess of £2,200 £100
GB KG5

590 S 1934-36 Photogravure set of 11 stamps mounted mint, some very lightly mounted. Blunt
corner perf on 4d otherwise fine with good colours, Cat £50 £12
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591 E Hagner sheet of mint issues (assumed all mounted) with 1924 Wembley pair 1929 PUC
low values, 1934 Photogravure 10 values inc 9d to 1/-, 4 sets of 1935 Jubilee plus two
KEDVIII 2/- booklets unfortunately both with a few stamps removed. Interesting lot! £1

592 S SG322S, ½d Downey Head Die A, Imperial Crown watermark, ‘overprinted
SPECIMEN’, rare stamp, lightly mounted mint, Cat £800 £120
GB KG6

593 E Hagner page with 8 blocks of four high value stamps, includes 10/- dark blue x 4 blocks,
£1 brown (square) and 10/- Festival. All commercially used ex parcels. Rarely seen like
this and cat £500+ £25
GB COLLECTIONS

594 A Blue 22 ring blue binder containing a collection of GB used commemoratives 1924 to
1990 on album leaves. Looks pretty comprehensive for basic issues, includes both
Wembley’s; UPU inc wmk varieties; 35 Jubilee plus inv wmks; 1948 RSW; 1962 - 7
normal and all phosphors. Looks a most comprehensive run through with many
hundreds of stamps and a very high catalogue value. Good solid collection. £80

595 E Eclectic mix comprising £1.30 High value Machin sheet of £100 (folded in quarters);
½d orange Machin complete sheet (folded); 2/6d Castle SG595k complete sheet of 40:
ditto but the later SG759 half sheet of 20 and SG626 2d C.E.P.T. in a complete sheet. All
apparently Unmounted mint with the odd gum bend to be expected. Cat circa £700 £65

596 A GB 1966-71 & 1979-81 & 1992 42 P/Packs some pre 1970 (could be a bit bent but will
mend) + 5 Collection packs 1974-80 all fine Cat.£405 £40

597 A GB 1966-92 in 2 brown binders. 156 FDCs typed, label & hand written addresses. Many
good postmarks. Commems, M/Sheets, booklet panes, Regionals & greetings (some
Cat. To £35 each as stamps) face £217, Cat. As stamps £900-£1,000 £110

598 A GB 1970-72 Army National Museum in ring album 60 Special postmark covers - fine
collection £35

599 A GB 1986-93 64 sets used PHQ cards pencil & label addresses, in bulging binder (273
cards) list included face £78 cards Cat.£453 £60

600 A GB in green binder from 1885 1/- green, 1881-92 Jubilee to 1/-, ED VII to 1/-, UPU low
values, G VI to 10/- dark blue 1951 2/6d to £1, QE2 1953-73 + regionals & BOB. Mint
and used £85

601 E Hagner sheet containing mint postage dues, all pre decimal, values to 2/6d and includes
10 or so control singles / pairs. Very slight duplication, we counted 46 stamps. £20

602 E Selection of varieties, many Machins but includes a few other things, all described and
presented on stock cards, includes missing phosphors, miscut booklets, Training
School items etc. Well worth viewing to appreciate the variety on offer. Over 20 items in
all £40

603 E Stock sheet with mint Postage Dues x 17, values to 2/6d (all pre 1955 types), then mint
KGVI definitives including some sideways and inverted watermarks and a set of the
1951 Festival high values. STC £500 £1

604 E Two A4 sheets of 80 Queen Victoria issues used on pieces of envelopes. Much line
engraved including 2d blue plate 15, bantams and perforated 1d red types.; 3d rose
plate 20, 4d vermillion issues (various plates)6d Grey, 6d lilac and 1/- green and many
more. Vendor advises cat £8,000+ £200
GB FDC & COVERS

605 B 1967 - Early 1980’s, selection of GPO/ Royal Mail FDC’s and commemorative covers.
316 covers in total with definitives (including numerous Regionals) plus high values and
a few PSB panes. Also has a selection of philatelic congress covers and some Air Mail
service covers. All contained in 5 album’s , four of which are double size (2 to view per
page). Looks to be a cheap reserve at under 10p an item. £30
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606 A 1978 to 2005 circa 135 covers in large grey four ring binder. Majority are ex philatelic
bureau new issue, clean with typed addresses. Cheaply reserved, way below face value
and an ideal source for used sets. £30

607 E 1981 - 2000 selection of 14 Royal Mail FDC with either House of Commons’ or ‘House
of Lords’ CDS postmarks. Includes relevant issues such as 1992 Accession, 1997 Tudor
and 1986 Commonwealth Parliament. Good lot and cheap reserve. £50

608 E 2017 David Bowie ‘The Berlin Years’ Full set Official FDC. Very rare, isused by Royal
Mail with just 2 stamps on, the ‘Heroes’ album stamp from the set and one stamp from
the miniature sheet which retailed at £24.95 and was a limited edition of 3,000 items
and sold out very quickly. This cover has had the other five values from the stamp set
added and is correctly postmarked. We are advised just 17 covers are currently known
to be like this (of 3,000 isused). A most collectable and very scarce cover. Has certificate
number 336 of the isused covers. £140

609 A Blue Royal Mail Coin cover album with 25 covers isused between 2005 and 2012. This
includes 8 x £5 coins and 9 x £2 coins. These cost a lot of money when isused and of
course the coins are usually special printings. Very fairly reserved. £75

610 A Blue Royal Mail Coin cover album with 25 different covers isused between 1994 and
2004. This includes 7 x £5 coins and 7 x £2 coins. These cost a lot of money when
isused and of course the coins are usually special printings. £60

611 A Blue Royal Mail Coin cover album with 27 different covers isused between 2010 and
2016. This includes 11 x £5 coins and 13 x £2 coins. These modern period covers are
not often seen offered for sale. This is a nice clean lot £125

612 A Large red cover album with circa 125 Regional and mostly Machin FDC’s, 1961 onwards
although most of the covers are decimal. A few booklets noted and several se-tenant
Prestige Book panes. Mostly clean with most having printed addresses or unaddressed.
A few better handstamps noted. £30

613 B Medium cardboard box with a quantity of 200+ loose covers (1979 - 2003 period). This
is a range of PPS Silks, some Benham, plenty of Royal mail and some Mercury, Stuart
& Cotswold. Many have pictorial handstamps and mostly unaddressed in good
condition. Good selection. £40

614 B Three ‘Lighthouse’ Royal FDC albums (padded ones - expensive when new), with a
range of FDC’s and a few commemorative covers, vendor advises a total of 205 items.
Mid 1980’s to circa 2002. Mostly commemoratives although a few Regionals / PSB
panes seen. Whilst there are a good number of Royal Mail FDC’s, we spotted some
PPS silks, Benham BLCS series and Bradbury LFDC covers in places. Many special
postmarks seen not just the usual FDI. Nice lot with potential and very cheaply reserved. £40
GB QE2 DECIMAL

615 S 1974 3½p MISCUT Cylinder B2 Booklet Pane. Trimmed perfs at base and a few
separating perfs between stamp and blank label, SG SPEC UB45A, a very difficult item,
DP22B/M Cat £150++ on Mike Holt dealers descriptive mount. £24

616 S 1974 Fire Service, PHQ Card, fine used on reverse with Windsor, First Day of Issue
postmark, SG950, scarce used, cats £150 £26

617 E 1988 - 2000 unmounted mint many sets in a red ‘Boots’ stock book. Total face value
exceeds £190, also a selection of FDc’s and thematic world stamps. Being sold in aid
of the Oldland Well Fund to provide clean drinking water in Africa - a cheap postage
lot if nothing else £90

618 S 1989 Greetings Cylinder booklet, SGFY1 with most unusually excellent perfs all round,
scarce thus. £20
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619 A An A4 binder plus an ‘Abria’ A4 stock book with ranges of mint mostly assumed to be
U/M decimal period material with many sets. Stock book runs from 197- - 75 and
includes some larger blocks also. The A4 binder continues from 1976 Roses to 1984
Greenwich Meridian set, but this has many of the A4 size Post office advertising posters
for the stamps concerned plus the stamps including many sets and blocks etc. Vendor
calculates face value at over £227 and all useable as postage if not as sets . £120

620 A GB 1982-86 140 PHQ cards in 34 fine used sets with pencil addresses - list included.
Face £33 Cat.£217 £30

621 E GB 15 booklets 1991-97 Greetings SG KX2 to KX9 current face £100.50 Cat.£186.50
(Concise 2009) £75

622 A GB 159 PHQ cards 25 sets 2002 Fashion to 2003 Coronation 50th Anni Cat.£174 £30
623 A GB 166 PHQ cards (25 sets) 2003 William to 2005 ITV in brown binder Cat.£153 £30
624 A GB 1974 Churchill to 1978 Palaces; M/Sheets,113 FDCs with typed, label & written

addresses. Commems & Regionals with values to £5. Face £44 £30
625 A GB 1975-6 Superb near complete collection of PHQ cards in blue ring binder. Scarce

mint + few used (Cat.£236) + stamps with £10 face + 22 FDCs with many good
postmarks £55

626 A GB 1979-83 in red 4 ring binder. Superb range of 33 sets used PHQ cards, special
postmarks, gutter pairs (130 cards) high Cat. stamps face £44 £30

627 A GB 1980 in blue binder Authors, conductors, Queen Mother & sports 72 FDCs, used
PHQ cards, special covers inc Benham Silks with special postmarks + research material £45

628 A GB 1980 London & Landmark Exhibition in blue binder 59 FDCs & special covers inc
Benham silks, RAF flown, used PDQs + 42 tourist postcards + research material £50

629 A GB 1980-92 in blue Davo album near complete with commems, M/Sheets, Greetings
panes & strips. u/m & fine used. Current face mint £132, used £132 £100

630 A GB 1980-93 89 sets of PHQ cards (361 cards) in green binder. All fine mint list included.
Initial cost £50+ Cat.£253 £38

631 A GB 1985-89 63 typed addressed FDCs in brown binder. Good postmarks, Regionals,
Machins, booklets, panes Commems & M/Sheets. High Cat. Face £63 £38

632 E GB 1990 Greetings booklets Smile KX1 x 4. Superb unopened Cat.£120 £30
633 A GB 1990-2000 19 FDCs19 FDCs inc 13 booklet panes Ex Prestige booklets + 14

booklets. All fine mint face £28 high Cat. £48
634 A GB 1995-97 superb range of 98 PHQ cards 18 sets f/u, un-addressed & labels. Face £37

Cat.£253 £30
635 A GB 1996-2003 71 FDCs typed addresses in maroon binder. Commems sets M/S, Se-

tenants, blocks, self adhesives. Many better postmarks face £183, Cat.(as used stamps)
£548 £90

636 A GB 1997-2002 in maroon binder. 89 FDCs & covers with typed addresses, commems,
sets, Regionals, panes, Machins to £5, se-tenants, M/Sheets, Edinburgh postmarks
high Cat. Current face £220 £100

637 A GB 1998-2000 in red binder 60 FDCs typed addressed inc M/Sheets, booklet panes,
commems (Cat.as stamps £225) + defins (Cat. As covers £165) Total Cat.£400 £60

638 A GB 2000-02 Superb selection in blue binder. 66 FDCs typed addresses & many good
postmarks, M/Sheets, panes, Smilers, Regionals, se-tenants, self-adhesives. High Cat.
as used stamps Current face £184 £90

639 A GB 2000-03 50 FDCs typed addresses in maroon binder. M/Sheets, se-tenants, self
adhesives - look all different inc many good postmarks Cat.(as stamps)£429 £60

640 A GB 2002-05 in maroon binder. 55 typed FDCs with Edinburgh postmarks. Commems,
sets, se-tenants, blocks & strips, Machins to £5. current face £206 £100

641 A GB 235 PHQ cards in 2 binders. 46 sets inc. Greetings & high values Cat.£319 £44
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642 A GB 97 PHQ cards 18 sets inc. Greetings. Fine used 7 with labels, others un-addressed.
Face £37 Cat.£241 £34

643 E GB Booklets 1989 Greetings FY1x2 face £1.90 each Cat.£50 each. 1990 Greeting KX1
x 5 face £25 each Cat.£30 each. 7 booklets total face £13.80 Cat.£250 (Concise 2009) £60

644 E GB various decimal issues sets & part sets roughly 1970-2000 on 5 sided stock sheets.
All fine u/m and m/m. Current face £166 £110

645 E London 2012 Olympics - circa 100 covers with various Olympic issues from GB, going
back to the Beijing handover issue, most with special postmarks and cachets, most
appear to be specially produced by the Society of Olympic collectors, which we have
not seen before. Also includes Benham Steve Redgrave sheet used (limited edition of
just 150 items). Good lot of it’s type. £20

646 E Multi value decimal Machin pane from Northern Ireland Prestige Booklet. Error as
picture side of the pane showing glass blowing is not perforated at all. Offered with
normal for comparison, a stunning and highly visual error / variety, unmounted mint. £130

647 E SG Y1766la, 2007 PSB Pane from Nortehrn ireland Booklet with ‘6p value misplaced’.
Fine unmounted mint example of this spectacular variety, fully catalogued in the SG
Concise. Cat £4,000, rare. £1,000

648 S SG981a, 1975 Sailing 8p value, Black Omitted’ unmounted mint. Makes the stamp
have no masts or rigging with normal for comparisons. Cats £135 £80

649 E SGEN30al var, Prestige Book Pane from the 2007 British Army Unifiorms PSB.
completely imperforate. Fine unmounted mint. Uncatalogued by SG, not seen by us
previously and undoubtedly scarce. Provenance unknown by vendor or us, possibly
unique. £1,200

650 S SGFD4A 70p Dry stone walling booklet, selvedge at left, decent perfs, cat £250 £75
651 S SGNI9ey 5½p Regional for Northern Ireland unmounted mint and stated to be ‘missing

phosphor’. A minute trace shows under a UV lamp, but this is almost always the case
with this stamp according to our resident expert! Cat £250 £36

652 S SGX841p, 1972 booklet pane from Wedgewood Booklet includes the awkward Machin
X842 ½p sideband at left. Unmounted mint and with very good perfs on the key stamp,
cat £60 £17

653 S SGX842 ½p turquoise-blue side band at left, the elusive Machin isused in the
Wedgewood Prestige Stamp Booklet. Unmounted mint, very good perfs on three sides,
reduced perfs (not completely trimmed at base. Cats £55 and cheap reserve, £9
GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

654 E 1960s pre decimal Machins selection of booklet panes with 1x Broadband (4d), 2x
Cylinder (4d & 5d), 1 4d Gum Arabic etc, all u/m, perforation may vary but generally fine.
Cat.£240 £22

655 S 2/- Booklet, June 1963 Phosphor, SGN12P, decent perfs on 3 panes, side trim on one,
Cat £95 £22

656 S 3/- Booklet, July 1963 PHOSPHOR, SGM57P with good perfs, Cat £100 £26
657 S 3d Crowns watermark Wilding Booklet Panes of 6 stamps x 3, all with Cylinder numbers,

namely K13, K15 and K17. All have good perforations which are not easy on these
booklet issues. Total cat £120 £36

658 S 3d Edward Crown watermark Booklet pane of 6 stamps, with Cylinder number k7,
very good perfs for this. Nice item, Cat £45 £15

659 E GB 1925-70 on 7b sides s/sheets. Fine mint (looks u/m). Note 1924 & 1925 British
Empire pairs, 1929 UPU corner strips of 3 numbers K29, 1948 SW pair + many 1960-
70 Commems inc Phosphors Cat.£770 £170

660 S SG684var, 1/6d I.T.U. stamp, an unmounted mint left hand marginal copy with a circa
2mm horizontal perforation misplacement. A very visual variety £1
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661 B Wildings, an extensive lot in flat carton primarily on leaves etc. Mostly GB but includes
some Morocco Ags..., Bahrain, Kuwait etc. The GB includes mostly mint plus a few
used. Blocks and specialised papers plus phosphors (green, violet etc.). Some uncut
booklet covers and all watermarks represented. A very nice lot of it’s type and the
varieties checked against a specialised catalogue will add up to a lot of money. Various
band shifts / varieties as well as constant varieties and shades. An unrepeatable
opportunity. Has to be over 2/3,000 stamps and plenty of interest. £200
GB LOCALS

662 E Jethou - 1966 Norman Year set of four Imperforate Proof blocks of four u/m (Cat £480).
Also a vertical pair of the 6d value with missing horizontal perfs, this is unlisted in the
Backman & Forrester catalogue, although the 1/- in a similar condition is. Nice lot £40

663 E Part stock book with a selection of British Locals, Alderney forerunners, Sark, Herm
island, Lundy etc. Includes imperfs, essays, overprints and varieties, mini sheets etc.
Circa 300 stamps and a few covers. Good lot! £40
GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

664 A CHANNEL ISLES & ALDERNEY 1980s on 32 sides stock sheets in binder. Superb
range of FDCs, P/Packs, PHQ cards face £50 £35

665 A CHANNEL ISLES & IOM 1969-81 on 11 pages fine mint defins & commems all u/m
Cat.£300 + Lsd Regional mint uncat. £50

666 A CHANNEL ISLES & IOM 1970-90 Superb u/m all different in red padded Schaubeck
album high Cat. face £206 £120

667 E CHANNEL ISLES & ISLE OF MAN 11 Prestige booklets seldom offered and with
strong thematic content inc. Birds, Ships, Flowers, Olympics face £104 £70

668 E CHANNEL ISLES & ISLE OF MAN fine mint selection on 12 sides stock cards mainly
from 1970s to 1990s inc. M/Sheets with values to £5 and some Jersey in part sheets.
Some duplication. Face £198 £100

669 E CHANNEL ISLES & ISLE OF MAN 1970s to 1990s fine u/m stock of M/Sheets, sets &
defins face £280 £140

670 E CHANNEL ISLES & ISLE OF MAN Decimal issues to 1980s. Fine mint selection with
slight duplication (to 3 of each) with values to £5 face £218 £110

671 A GB & CHANNEL ISLANDS registered envelopes 3/5d to £1.27. 70 items in blue binder
mainly mint + a few used wide range £40

672 A GB CHANNEL ISLES & ALDERNEY in red binder. 65 better items inc. 1990-2000 typed
FDCs, M/Sheets, strips, se-tenants, self-adhesives, coin covers. From £1.50 to £5 . Face
(inc. coins) £169 £90

673 E Guernsey - 1970 Agriculture 5d value (SG37) showing a Guernsey Cow, four
imperforate proofs / colour trials in black, green, turquoise and violet. All unmounted
mint and each circa 10cm x 14½cm. Unusual archive material for someone looking for
something to add a little extra to their album. £30

674 A Guernsey - Large 64 page stock book about 2/3rds full with a mint and used collection
from wartime to Millennium. Also an envelope with 12 Booklets and 9 FDC. Looks a
very cheap lot £30

675 E Guernsey - SG1008var, 2003 £5 Letter on a stamp on a letter unmounted mint. Missing
Silver. ‘Queen’s Head, Guernsey and ‘£’ sign all omitted. Marginal single with printer’s
name in marginal selvedge. Comes with a normal used copy, unlisted in SG. We
consider this may be a proof as the text on the stamp is two lines rather than the one
on the isused stamp. Offered with a used copy of the isused stamp. Very attractive item £30

676 A GUERNSEY & ALDERNEY 1975-93 in 2 boxed binders. Superb range of 139 hand
written FDCs near complete inc. M/Sheets, defins, sets. Face £123 Cat.(as stamps)
£379 £70

677 A GUERNSEY & ISLE OF MAN 1979-87 89 FDCs all different mainly labels + few hand
written addresses in multi ring binder face £59.45 £40
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678 A GUERNSEY & JERSEY 1969-72 u.m. & fine used inc P.Dues + 1973-90 near complete
inc M/Ss Guernsey face £81 Jersey face £88 total face £169 + extra Cat.£ 212 £110

679 A GUERNSEY 1971-88 62 un-addressed FDCs in red binder. High values. Face £54
Cat.(as stamps) £253 £35

680 E GUERNSEY on 10 sides stock sheets superb u/m 1971-84 x 5, 1984-90 x 1, commems
& defins. Good basis for collection and High retail. Face £226 Cat.£706 £120

681 S Guernsey, 2½d Arms (SG3) illustrated first day cover with printed address to Jersey,
nice item and quite scarce on illustrated envelope, plenty of plain ones around. £36

682 A ISLE OF MAN 1970-95 in boxed Lighthouse album. Vf mint near complete face £158 £90
683 E ISLE OF MAN 1970-80 on 8 stock sheets. Superb u/m stock face £153 Cat.£464 £85
684 E ISLE OF MAN 1973-90 u/m duplicated stock on 7 sides stock sheets (face £105) +

various sets in full sheets (face £198) £100
685 A ISLE OF MAN GUERNSEY & JERSEY 1970-74 duplicated mint & used Defins &

Commems sets in 48 sides red stock book inc M/Sheets, P.Dues to 10 of each £90
686 S Isle of Man, 1973 3p definitive unmounted mint block of four with olive-bistre border

colour error (SG17a) plus normal ‘sage -green’ single for comparison. Cat £640+ £35
687 A JERSEY 1973-87 82 mainly un-addressed FDCs in red binder. Face £53 Cat.(as

stamps) £137 £30
688 E JERSEY on 12 sides stock sheets. Superb u/m1971-85 commem sets x 6 + 1986-90

commems & defins. Low values to 20p x 6, singles £1 & £2 face £272 Cat.£812 £140
689 A JERSEY & GUERNSEY 1969-75 77 covers in 2 binders. Unaddressed, labels & typed

addresses. Jersey (41) Cat.£95, Guernsey (36) Cat.£70 Total Cat.(as used stamps) £165 £40
690 E JERSEY & GUERNSEY 1969-82 superb u/m in strips of 3 commems & defins to £5.

Ideal trading stock. Face £212 Cat.£877 £120
691 A JERSEY & ISLE OF MAN 1969-80s superb range of 130 FDCs & covers mainly un-

addressed + 34 PO souvenir cards with values to £5. Cat.£295 £60
692 A JERSEY 1969-2000 in red printed album with most sets & M/Sheets mint m/m & used.

Values to £10. 1969-74 Cat.£113 then face to 2000 £529 £180
693 A JERSEY 1969-95 in green boxed Lidner album. Fine mint, mostly u/m, 1969-73 P.Dues

(Cat.£90) then to 1995 face £162 £90
694 A JERSEY 1975-94 Superb selection of 30 booklets + 15 sachets (uncat) face £95

Cat.£227 + 1st set of Guernsey £75
695 A JERSEY 1995-99 on hingeless leaves in binder all fine u/m inc. M/Sheets & sheetlets

face £116 £70
696 A JERSEY in 2 brown binders 1971-96 200 FDCs unaddressed (just a couple typed)

values to £1, £2 £4 & £5 Commems Defins M/Sheets face £189 Cat. (as stamps) £508 £100
697 S Jersey SGD1/6 1969 Postage Due set of six stamps very fine used c.t.o., cat £35+ £8
698 S Jersey SGD1/6 original pre-decimal 1969 Postage Due set of six stamps unmounted

mint £8
699 E Wartime Occupation / Liberation Material - 55 stamps mint and used with a few blocks

of Liberation issue noted; 15 covers, Guernsey Liberation newspaper, Red Cross
message form and a 50 Reichspfennig bank note. Covers include FDC’s plus German
stamps used in combination with occupation issues; bisected 2½d UK stamp with
German cancel and an unauthorised bisect of the 1d occupation stamp. Interesting lot
for study and writing up. £30
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DO YOU WISH TO SELL
IN THIS AUCTION ?

VENDOR’S NOTICE

If you have material for sale, we are pleased to advise that we are 
now accepting consignments for our next Public Sale,

which is to be held on Saturday 20th July 2019. 

We will accept material for the July 2019 sale on Saturday 27th April 2019
at our planned sale being held at Gordano School in Portishead.

Alternatively material can be sent to our Folkestone address. 

The easiest way to consign material is to attend the preceding auction and
lodge your items with us. For bulky lots we would suggest that you speak

to us previously by telephone to ensure that we will have sufficient
transport space available. Other than box lots starting at £1, 

lots must have a minimum reserve of £30.

If you have not sold via auction previously please do not hesitate to
contact us to discuss our terms and commission rates payable. For those
who have sold via Portishead auctions previously, we will be pleased to

discuss continuation of your existing arrangements. 

It is our intention to pay vendors 5 weeks after the sale date, this allows
sufficient time for all postal bidders to settle their accounts.

If you have any questions at all regarding selling by auction please feel
free to contact Peter who is co-ordinating the our public sales as follows:

Email: peter@stamp-centre.co.uk

Free Phone: 0800 975 4581

Write: Portishead Stamp Auction, 16 - 18 Guildhall Street, Folkestone,
Kent, CT20 1DZ

PORTISHEAD STAMP AUCTIONS
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PORTISHEAD STAMP AUCTIONS
16 - 18 Guildhall Street, Folkestone, Kent, CT20 1DZ

Telephone: 01303 762050
Email: portishead@thestampcentre.co.uk

Sale to be held at
Gordano School

St. Mary’s Road, Portishead,
North Somerset, BS20 7QR

For those unfamiliar with the area, the map below, which is not to scale shows the
location of the school at bottom left. For those travelling some distance, the school is
located just 3 miles from junction 19 of the M5 motorway and if you want to make a
weekend of it, there is a pleasant high street and a Travelodge Hotel within a few minutes
drive.

There is ‘free’ parking all day within the school grounds and we provide
free tea, coffee etc. during viewing.

If you have any further questions please do not hesitate to 
contact us on 01303 762050
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PORTISHEAD STAMP AUCTIONS
Sale No. 64

Saturday 27th April 2019
At

Gordano School
St. Mary’s Road, Portishead, North Somerset, BS20 7QR

FREE CATALOGUE

PORTISHEAD STAMP AUCTIONS LTD
16 - 18 Guildhall Street, Folkestone, Kent, CT20 1DZ

Email: portishead@thestampcentre.co.uk
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